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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature Of The Case 
Michael T. Hayes appeals from the district court's Order Denying Motion 
to Reconsider the denial of post-conviction relief. 
Statement Of Facts And Course Of The Proceedings 1 
In 2003, the state charged Hayes in two separate cases with criminal 
conduct that occurred in Shoshone County and Kootenai County. (R., p.8.) The 
cases were joined for trial because they involved the same victim. (Id.) In the 
Shoshone County case, which is the underlying criminal case that is the subject 
of this post-conviction appeal, the state charged Hayes with, and a jury found him 
guilty of, one count of lewd conduct, two counts of providing alcohol to a minor, 
and one count of providing tobacco to a minor. (ld.) The court imposed a unified 
40-year sentence with 20 years fixed on the lewd conduct charge and concurrent 
sentences of six months for the dispensing alcohol and providing tobacco 
charges. (Id.) The Court of Appeals affirmed the judgment. (ld. at 8-9.) 
Hayes subsequently filed a motion for new trial based on newly 
discovered evidence. (R., p.9.) The district court denied the motion and the 
Court of Appeals affirmed. (ld.) 
1 The Idaho Supreme Court has entered an order taking judicial notice of the 
Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript filed in Hayes' post-conviction appeal, 
Docket No. 36637. (Order Taking judicial Notice dated January 12, 2012.) The 
Court has also entered an order taking judicial notice of the "jury trial transcript 
prepared in Appellant's prior appeal, State v. Hayes, Supreme Court Docket No. 
30591." (Order Granting Request for Judicial Notice dated August 17, 2012.) 
1 
On October 23, 2006, while his motion for new trial was still pending, 
Hayes filed a pro se petition for post-conviction relief and the district court 
granted Hayes' request for the appointment of counsel. (#36637 R., Vol. I, pp.7-
20; #36637, 2/7/07 Tr., p.9, Ls.11-13; #36637, 4/14/08 Tr., p.52, L.20 - p.53, 
L.54, L.1.) Counsel thereafter filed an amended petition. (#36637 R., Vol. II, 
pp.214-219.) In his amended petition, Hayes alleged trial counsel was ineffective 
for (1) "failing to conduct adequate pre-trail [sic] investigation of fact witness;" (2) 
"failing to have fact witnesses, Wanda Gorder, Tom Pratt and medical personnel 
testify at trial;" (3) failing to "investigate [Hayes'] medical history and medical 
records on the Hepatitis C issues;" (4) failing to "investigate Bonner County 
Taxicab company and their lady taxicab driver;" (5) failing to "investigate [Hayes'] 
Doctors' [sic] Allen Seely and Deb Elliot Person who could have testified with 
medical certainty that [Hayes] did not have Hepatitis C;" (6) failing to "vigorously 
cross examine the alleged victim [T.L.] with regard to several pre-trial statements 
made to the case investigator;" (7) failing to "challenge State witness trial 
testimony versus police reports;" (8) failing to "challenge State witness Megan 
Rice [sic] testimony versus [T.L.'s] testimony at [the] Preliminary Hearing and 
Jury Trial;" (9) refusing to "get [Hayes'] tape recorded statement from the 
Shoshone County police detective Mitch Alexander and having it transcribed, so 
the defendant and attorney could go over it together and prepare for [Hayes'] trial 
testimony;" (10) refusing to "put [Hayes] on the witness stand during trial, so 
[Hayes] cold [sic] offer himself as a witness;" (11) failing to "expose perjury to the 
Court and Jury in a meaningful way during Jury trial;" (12) failing to "produce 
2 
exculpatory evidence from [sic] the Jury and the Court;" (13) failing to file a 
"motion for a new trial as contrary to the evidence;" (14) failing to file motions for 
discovery; (15) failing to file a motion for continuance based upon Hayes' 
"incapacitat[ionJ" during trial due to "post operative care" and "heav[y] 
medicat[ion};" and (16) failing to file a motion to "sever the misdemeanor counts 
of providing alcohol and tobacco to minors from the alleged sex offense in Count 
One." (#36637 R., Vol. II, pp.243-245.) Hayes also asserted the prosecutor 
engaged in misconduct by making a "[b]urden shifting argument," making an 
"[a]rgument with no good faith basis in fact," and using "false testimony and 
perjury to obtain convictions." (#36637 R., pp.245-246.) In support of the 
amended petition, Hayes submitted an "exhibit list" and an affidavit. (#36637 R., 
Vol. II, pp.220-225.) 
On April 21, 2009, the court conducted a hearing on Hayes' petition. (See 
generally #36637, 4/21/09 Tr.) After the hearing, the court denied post-
conviction relief in a written decision filed June 9, 2009. (#36637 R., Vol. II, 
pp.356-376). One day later, on June 10, 2009, Hayes filed a pro se Motion for 
Augmentation of Exhibits ("Motion to Augment"). (#36637 R., Vol. II, pp.352-
355.2) According to the Motion to Augment, the exhibits were "needed" for the 
post-conviction evidentiary hearing conducted on April 21, 2009, but Hayes 
contends they were not received from the Idaho Department of Correction 
2 A copy of the Motion to Augment is attached hereto as Appendix A and will be 
cited hereafter as Motion to Augment, Appendix A, using the page number from 
the Clerk's Record in Docket No. 36637. 
3 
("I DOC") until May 12, 2009.3 (Motion to Augment, Appendix A, pp.352-353.) 
Hayes also filed an affidavit in support of his Motion to Augment, reiterating the 
contents of his motion and describing the specific exhibits he claimed were 
necessary to his evidentiary hearing, which exhibits he identified as "Exhibits 5-
16" ("Affidavit"). (#36637 R., Vol. II, ppA02-418.4) 
On July 17, 2009, one month after Hayes filed his notice of appeal from 
the district court's Memorandum Opinion & Order Re: Petition for Post Conviction 
Relief (R., Vol. II, pp.379-380), Hayes filed a pro se Motion to Amend and 
Reconsider Memorandum Opinion & Order Re: Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
("Motion to Reconsider") based on the "prejudice at the evidentiary hearing" 
resulting from his inability to provide the court with the exhibits identified in his 
Motion to Augment and Affidavit. (#36637 R., Vol. II, pp.391-397. 5) Hayes' 
3 Although Hayes asserted in his Motion to Augment that the exhibits he wanted 
to present at the evidentiary hearing were withheld by IDOC, at no time did his 
post-conviction attorney indicate he was unable to proceed as a result of Hayes' 
inability to access any exhibits. While post-conviction counsel filed two motions 
asking IDOC to return Hayes' legal research and other "legal papers" (#36637 R., 
Vol. II, pp.236, 300), the only impediment noted by post-conviction counsel at the 
outset of the evidentiary hearing was the lack of a transcript from the hearing on 
Hayes' motion for new trial, which Hayes wanted to provide to the court (#36637 
4/21/2009 Tr., p.13, L.12 - p.14, L.14). 
4 A copy of the Hayes' affidavit in support of his Motion to Augment is attached 
hereto as Appendix B and will be cited hereafter as Affidavit, Appendix B, using 
the page number from the Clerk's Record in Docket No. 36637. Exhibits 5-16 
are included in the recotd on appeal pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court's 
Order Granting Motion to Augment, dated August 17, 2012. For the Court's 
convenience, Exhibits 5, 6, and 7 are attached hereto as Appendix 0 as those 
are the only exhibits Hayes claims on appeal demonstrate entitlement to post-
conviction relief. 
5 A copy of the Motion to Reconsider is attached hereto as Appendix C and will 
be cited hereafter as Motion to Reconsider, Appendix C, using the page number 
from the Clerk's Record in Docket No. 36637. 
4 
Motion to Reconsider also noted that although he submitted his Motion to 
Augment to prison authorities for mailing on June 4, 2009, five days before the 
court entered its order denying relief, because the motion was not ultimately filed 
until the day after the court issued its decision, reconsideration was appropriate 
on that basis. (Motion to Reconsider, Appendix C, pp.392-393.) 
On appeal from the denial of post-conviction relief, Hayes argued, in 
relevant part, that the district court erred in failing to address his Motion to 
Reconsider. (See R., p.17.) The Court of Appeals, in an opinion issued on April 
22, 2011, declined to consider this claim, citing the well-established principle that 
it "will not review a trial court's alleged error on appeal unless the record 
discloses an adverse ruling which forms the basis for the assignment of error." 
(R., p.17 (citations omitted).) The Court of Appeals also denied relief on Hayes' 
other post-conviction claims and affirmed the district court's Memorandum 
Opinion & Order Re: Petition for Post Conviction Relief. (Id. at 8-18.) 
Approximately six months later, on October 17, 2011, Hayes filed a Motion 
to Expedite Ruling on Motion to Amend and Reconsider Memorandum Opinion & 
Order Re: Petition for Post Conviction Relief ("Motion to Expedite"). (R., pp.19-
21.) Hayes' Motion to Expedite included a request to rule on his 2009 Motion to 
Augment and his 2009 Motion to Reconsider. (Id.) On November 2, 2011, the 
district court entered an order denying Hayes' Motion to Reconsider. (R., pp.25-
31.) Hayes timely appealed. (R., pp.34-37.) 
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ISSUE 
Hayes states the issue on appeal as: 
Did the district court abuse its discretion in denying Mr. Hayes's 
motion to reconsider the denial of his application for post-conviction 
relief? 
(Opening Brief of Appellant ("Appellant's Brief'), p.8.) 
The state rephrases the issue on appeal as: 
Has Hayes failed to show error in the denial of his Motion to Reconsider? 
6 
ARGUMENT 
Hayes Has Failed To Establish The District Court Erred In Denying His Motion To 
Reconsider 
A. Introduction 
Hayes contends the district court erred in denying his Motion to 
Reconsider. (Appellant's Brief, pp.8-23.) More specifically, Hayes argues the 
district court failed to "recognize the significance of' Exhibits 5, 6, and 7, which 
he believes demonstrate he was entitled to post-conviction relief.6 (Appellant's 
Brief, pp.13-23.) Hayes' claim fails. Application of the correct legal standards to 
the evidence provided to the district court demonstrates Hayes has failed to meet 
his burden of showing error in the denial of his Motion to Reconsider. 
B. Standard Of Review 
"The decision to grant or deny a motion under I.R.C.P. 60(b) is committed 
to the discretion of the trial court." Eby v. State, 148 Idaho 731, 734, 228 P.3d 
998, 1001 (2010) (citing Pullin v. City of Kimberly, 100 Idaho 34, 36, 592 P.2d 
849,851 (1979)). 'The decision will be upheld if it appears that the trial court (1) 
correctly perceived the issue as discretionary, (2) acted within the boundaries of 
its discretion and consistent with the applicable legal standards, and (3) reached 
6 Hayes also contends "I DOC's actions" resulted in an "unconstitutional 
deprivation of [his] due process rights to a meaningful opportunity to present his 
post-conviction claims." (Appellant's Brief, p.10.) The Court should decline to 
consider this claim as it is not preserved for appeal and Hayes has not argued, 
much less demonstrated, the claim is subject to review under the fundamental 
error doctrine. See State v. Perry, 150 Idaho 209, 224-226, 245 P.3d 961, 976-
978 (2010). Hayes also asserts the court erred by not reconsidering his claims in 
light of Exhibits 5-16. (Appellant's Brief, p.13.) This claim is contradicted by the 
record as the district court specifically addressed Hayes' Motion to Reconsider in 
light of those exhibits. (R., pp.29-31.) 
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its determination through an exercise of reason." ~ (quoting Waller v. State, 
Dep't of Health and Welfare, 146 Idaho 234, 237-38, 192 P.3d 1058, 1061-62 
(2008)). "A determination under Rule 60(b) turns largely on questions of fact to 
be determined by the trial court," and those "findings will be upheld unless they 
are clearly erroneous." ~ "If the trial court applies the facts in a logical manner 
to the criteria set forth in Rule 60(b), while keeping in mind the policy favoring 
relief in doubtful cases, the court will be deemed to have acted within its 
discretion." ~ 
C. Hayes Has Failed To Establish An Abuse Of Discretion In The Denial Of 
His Motion To Reconsider 
In his Motion to Reconsider, Hayes cited I.R.C.P. 60(b), but failed to 
indicate under which provision he was seeking relief. (See generally Motion to 
Reconsider, Appendix C.) The district court, therefore, considered the motion 
under subsections (2) and (6). (R., pp.28-31.) On appeal, Hayes only argues 
entitlement to relief under I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6). (Appellant's Brief, p.8.) That 
provision of Rule 60(b) provides: "On motion and upon such terms as are just, 
the court may relieve a party or his legal representative from a final judgment, 
order, or proceeding for ... (6) any other reason justifying relief from the 
operation of the judgment." I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6). Contrary to Hayes' claim below 
and on appeal, nothing in Exhibits 5, 6, or 7 compel relief under Rule 60(b)(6). 
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1. Exhibits 6 And 7 Do Not Demonstrate Hayes Was Entitled To Relief 
On His Claim That Counsel Was Ineffective For Failing To Adequately 
Investigate And Present Evidence About Hepatitis C 
At trial, evidence was presented that Hayes' victim had Hepatitis C and 
that she reported she "contracted Hepatitis C because her boyfriend held her 
down and injected her with drugs." (R., p.6.) Evidence was also presented that 
Hayes tested "negative for Hepatitis C," but the test result also indicated he 
should be retested. (R., p.6.) Even though Hayes tested negative for Hepatitis 
C, a physician "testified that it was unlikely that a male who had had sexual 
intercourse with a female approximately a dozen times would have contracted 
Hepatitis C from the encounters because Hepatitis C is rarely transmitted through 
sexual contact." (R., p.6.) In other words, that Hayes tested negative for 
Hepatitis C did not prove he did not have sex with his victim. 
In his post-conviction petition, Hayes alleged he received ineffective 
assistance of counsel as the result of an alleged failure to investigate his 
"medical history and medical records on the Hepatitis C issues." (#36637 R., 
p.243.) The district court denied relief on this claim noting Hayes' attorney 
"requested funds from the court to employ such an expert," but was "turned 
down," and concluding Hayes' attorney was not deficient for failing to fund such 
an expert "out of his or her pocket." (#36637 R., Vol. II, p.371.) The court further 
concluded: 
Additionally, evidence was presented that both the victim 
and her stepfather were hepatitis C positive and Hayes was 
negative. While it could have been helpful to the defense to have 
provided testimony that hepatitis is transferred commonly through 
the common use of needles, if this is the case, it appears that such 
an expert would have to also concede, as was testified by the 
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state's witness, that the lack of hepatitis in a sex partner where the 
other partner is positive does not prove that there was no sex 
between the two. The facts show that, as [counsel] testified, the 
hepatitis issue was not an issue "which would make or break the 
case." The court agrees that even if it concluded that counsel's 
failure to hire an expert was unreasonable, testimony from an 
expert that hepatitis is transferred through common use of needles 
would not have changed the outcome of the case. 
(#36637 R., p.371.) 
The Court of Appeals affirmed the denial of relief on this claim noting "trial 
counsel testified that the decision not to present additional evidence on the 
Hepatitis C issue was a strategic one" that he discussed with Hayes and "Hayes 
agreed, as a matter of strategy, that pursuing the issue would be fruitless." (R., 
pp.13-14.) 
In his Affidavit filed in support of his request for reconsideration, Hayes 
asserted Exhibit 6 could have been "used to show" he received ineffective 
assistance of counsel in relation to whether he was "infected with Hepatitis C." 
(Affidavit, Appendix B, p.404.) Hayes similarly asserted Exhibit 7 could have also 
been used to demonstrate his ability to prove he did not have Hepatitis C. 
(Affidavit, Appendix B, p.406.) The district court did not abuse its discretion in 
concluding that neither Exhibit 6 nor Exhibit 7 would have changed the court's 
decision to deny Hayes relief on his claim that counsel was ineffective in 
pursuing or presenting additional evidence on Hepatitis C. 
Exhibit 6 includes a letter Hayes' attorney in his Kootenai County case 
wrote in response to a complaint Hayes filed with the Idaho State Bar as well as 
Hepatitis C test results form 1997, 2001, and 2002. (Appendix 0, Exhibit 6.) 
Counsel's letter to the Idaho State Bar addresses the presentation of evidence 
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on the Hepatitis C issue and reiterates what counsel testified to at the evidentiary 
hearing, i.e., that he considered having an expert testify about the issue but 
ultimately concluded it would "not have been helpful, and would have mirrored 
the testimony of the state's expert on the subject." (Appendix 0, Exhibit 6.) The 
letter also states that counsel sought a continuance a few days in advance of trial 
based on "witness unavailability" but he could not "tell from [his] notes whether 
[he] specifically addressed the foundation witness for admission of Hayes [sic] 
most recent Hepatitis C results in that motion." (Id.) "In any event, [the court] 
denied the motion." (Id.) 
The test results also reflect the same information that was testified to at 
trial - Hayes tested negative for Hepatitis C - but the test results also all indicate 
either that retesting may be indicated or that the result does not preclude 
previous exposure, which is consistent with the testimony presented at trial. 
(Appendix 0, Exhibit 6.) Further, the 2002 test result is the exact same test 
result used at trial and was admitted as an exhibit at the post-conviction 
evidentiary hearing. (#36637,4/21/2009 Tr., p.11, L.S - p.12, L.17; see also 
#36637 R., Vol. II, pp.305-310.) Hayes also admitted a 200S negative Hepatitis 
C test result at the evidentiary hearing (#36637, 4/21/2009 Tr., p.9, Ls.6-23), and 
post-conviction counsel argued, "So certainly with the time frames involved from 
2002 to 200S, there's conclusive evidence before the Court, at this point in time, 
that Mr. Hayes is, in fact, hepatitis C negative as opposed to what was presented 
by defense at the trial in this matter" (#36637, 4/21/2009 Tr., p.25, Ls.7-11). 
Hayes fails to adequately explain exactly how the district court abused its 
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discretion in concluding that resubmission of the same 2002 test result or any 
other negative test result with the same information would have made a 
difference in the court's decision to deny relief on this claim. 
Hayes contends Exhibit 7 would have also made a difference in the court's 
adjudication of his Hepatitis C claim because, he argues, it could have been used 
to impeach trial counsel's testimony at the post-conviction hearing regarding 
whether Hayes provided the name of a doctor who could be called at trial to 
testify about his negative test results. (Appellant's Brief, p.15.) This argument 
fails for two reasons. First, this argument was not preserved. Exhibit 7 includes 
a fax Hayes sent to one of his trial attorneys on March 31, 2003, which has a list 
of witnesses Hayes thought should be called at trial and a copy of Defendant's 
Witness List prepared by counsel. (Appendix 0, Exhibit 7.) Dr. Deb Elliott-
Pearson appears on both lists. (Id.) In his Affidavit, Hayes notes Dr. Elliott-
Pearson "was Listed as a witness for the Court that was not subpeonaed [sic] to 
Court to Testify." (Motion to Augment, Appendix B, p.406 (capitalization 
original).) Thus, Hayes' request for reconsideration based on Exhibit 7 was 
counsel's failure to call Dr. Elliott-Pearson as a witness, which is a claim Hayes 
alleged in his petition (#36637 R., Vol. II, p.244), but Exhibit 7 was not offered on 
the theory that it could have been used to impeach trial counsel on his testimony 
about Hayes' cooperation in locating an expert witness. 
Second, even if the Court concludes Hayes' request for reconsideration in 
light of Exhibit 7 fairly encompasses the impeachment argument he makes on 
appeal, Hayes has failed to show how any effort to impeach trial counsel on this 
12 
point would have entitled him to post-conviction relief on his claim that counsel 
was ineffective in failing to present additional evidence about Hepatitis C. As 
noted by the Court of Appeals in affirming the denial of post-conviction relief on 
this claim, counsels' decisions in relation to the Hepatitis C evidence were 
strategic. Whether Hayes did or did not provide counsel with the name of an 
expert who could testify about this topic has no bearing on counsels' 
determination that such testimony would not be relevant to whether Hayes had 
sex with his victim. Hayes' continued insistence that the Hepatitis C evidence is 
more significant than trial counselor the district court think it is falls far short of 
demonstrating ineffective assistance of counselor an abuse of discretion in 
denying his Rule 60(b) motion. 
2. Exhibits 6 And 7 Do Not Demonstrate Hayes Was Entitled To Relief 
On His Prosecutorial Misconduct Claim 
In his Affidavit, Hayes asserted Exhibit 6 could also have been "used to 
show" the prosecutor engaged in misconduct during closing argument. (Affidavit, 
Appendix B, p.404.) In particular, Hayes alleged there was no evidence offered 
to support the following statement made during the prosecutor's rebuttal 
argument: 
But what we also don't know is whether or not Mr. Hayes 
has hepatitis C or not. We don't know that. We know that Mitch 
Alexander had an initial report that said that he didn't have hepatitis 
A, didn't have hepatitis B -- C, and probably didn't have hepatitis C 
but he needed to get that confirmed. And that's it. You don't have 
any other evidence. You don't have some doctor coming in here 
and saying, "Mr. Hayes doesn't have hepatitis C." So, frankly that's 
not true. We don't know whether or not Mr. Hayes has hepatitis C. 
13 
(Affidavit, Appendix B, p.405 (quoting #30574, Tr., p.575, L.16 - p.576, L.1) 
(corrections made to accurately reflect original transcript).) Although the district 
court did not specifically discuss its reasons for denying Hayes' Motion to 
Reconsider in relation to his misconduct claim (R., p.29), Hayes has failed to 
show denying relief on this claim was an abuse of discretion. 
The rebuttal argument Hayes complains of accurately reflected the 
evidence presented at trial. Hayes essentially concedes as much but argues 
"regardless of whether [the prosecutor's] argument accurately reflected the 
evidence at trial," "the prosecution had been provided multiple lab reports 
demonstrating Mr. Hayes was not positive for hepatitis C," therefore, "the 
prosecutor could not have entertained a good faith belief that it was actually 
unknown whether Mr. Hayes had hepatitis C." (Appellant's Brief, p.20.) Hayes 
contends the letter from trial counsel included in Exhibit 6 demonstrates the 
prosecutor's knowledge on this point because, in that letter, trial counsel states: 
"Some months after [Hayes] was charged in both Shoshone and Kootenai 
Counties, Hayes had obtained an independent lab test which showed that he 
was negative for Hepatitis C. Hayes had given copies of those results to me, and 
I had disclosed them in discovery." (Appellant's Brief, p.19 (citing Exhibit 6).) 
However, Hayes does not identify which test results those are, and the test 
results submitted as part of Exhibit 6 date from 1997 to the 2002 test result that 
was admitted at trial and was obtained prior to the state even charging Hayes. 
(See #30591 R., pp.10-12 (complaint filed in Shoshone County on October 21, 
2002) and #30574 R., pp.66-67 (complaint filed in Kootenai County on December 
14 
9, 2002).) There is absolutely no evidence that any other unidentified test result 
indicates anything other than what was presented at trial, including the caveat 
that retesting may be indicated. Accordingly, there was no basis for 
reconsidering whether Hayes should have been given relief based on his 
misconduct claim.7 Hayes has failed to establish otherwise. 
3. Exhibit 5 Does Not Demonstrate Hayes Was Entitled To Relief On His 
Claim That Counsel Was Ineffective For Failing To Request A 
Continuance Due To Hayes' Alleged Lack Of Competence To Proceed 
To Trial 
Hayes' post-conviction petition also contained an allegation that counsel 
was ineffective for failing to request a continuance because, Hayes asserted, he 
was "incapacitated" during trial due to "post operative care" that involved being 
"heavily medicated." (#36637 R., Vol. II, p.245.) The district court denied relief 
on this claim, concluding trial counsel "were credible in their testimony that they 
observed no such problems and that Hayes never told them he had any such 
problems." (#36637 R., Vol. II, p.370.) The court also noted it could not recall 
any "instances of the appearance of Hayes being unable to concentrate" or 
"unable to participate." (Id.) 
7 As part of his misconduct claim, Hayes inserts a passing reference to counsel 
being "deficient . . . in neglecting to object" to the prosecutor's argument. 
(Appellant's Brief, p.20.) This claim has already been rejected by the Idaho 
Court of Appeals on the basis that Hayes failed to allege any such claim in his 
petition. (R., p.15.) This Court should not consider Hayes' attempt to reassert 
this claim in this proceeding. State v. Fetterly, 115 Idaho 231, 233, 766 P .2d 
701, 703 (1988» ("[W]hen legal issues are decided in a criminal action on direct 
appeal, the defendant is barred by the doctrine of res judicata from raising them 
again in a post-conviction relief proceeding."). Moreover, Hayes did not seek 
reconsideration on this theory (Affidavit, Appendix B, ppA04-406); as such, the 
claim is not preserved. Perry, supra. 
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As part of his Motion to Augment, Hayes submitted Exhibit 5, which 
includes medical records indicating Hayes had surgery on August 21, 2003, just 
over one month prior to trial, 8 and receipts for prescriptions he had filled at 
various times between August and October 2003. (Exhibit 5, Appendix D.) The 
court considered this additional information and determined it did not change the 
court's determination that Hayes failed to meet his burden of proving counsel 
was ineffective for failing to request a continuance. The court explained: 
Whether Hayes was taking medication was not an issue. The issue 
was whether his attorneys were deficient in not requesting a 
continuance because of his medical condition. Consideration of 
exhibit 5 does not change the fact that Hayes's attorneys, and the 
court, did not notice any problems from Hayes's medication, and he 
failed to inform his attorneys of any problems from his medication. 
(R., p.29.) 
On appeal, Hayes claims this conclusion was erroneous, arguing "Exhibit 
5 establishes that [he] must have been impacted by the medications and post-
operative care and, therefore, the court and counsel must be incorrect in 
believing Mr. Hayes did not exhibit any difficulty paying attention during triaL" 
(Appellant's Brief, p.22.) Hayes, however, fails to explain exactly how an 
operative report and receipts from prescription purchases "establish[]" how he 
was "impacted," much less why everyone else was "incorrect" in their own 
observations or "incorrect" about what Hayes did or did not tell them about his 
condition. Hayes has failed to establish an abuse of discretion in the district 
court's conclusion that the additional information submitted in Exhibit 5 was 
8 Hayes' jury trial occurred October 6 - 9, 2003. (See generally #30574/#30591 
Trial Tr.) 
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insufficient to change the court's prior determination that counsel was not 
ineffective for failing to request a continuance. 9 
Because Hayes has failed to establish any error in relation to the court's 
order denying his Motion to Reconsider, he is not entitled to any relief. 
CONCLUSION 
The state respectfully requests that this Court affirm the district court's 
order denying Hayes' Motion to Reconsider. 
DATED this 7th day of November, 2012. 
9 Once again, Hayes' argument contains a passing reference to another alleged 
deficiency by counsel. In this instance, Hayes argues, in the context of his claim 
that counsel was ineffective for failing to seek a continuance due to Hayes' 
alleged inability to proceed to trial, that had he been able to impeach his 
attorneys at the evidentiary hearing with Exhibits 6 and 7, the district court may 
have made "different credibility determinations, thus resulting in Mr. Hayes being 
granted relief on his claim that counsel prevented him from testifying," which, "in 
combination with the additional medical and medication records regarding [his] 
surgery, could have led the district court to find in Mr. Hayes's favor on his claim 
that counsel should have moved to continue the trial based on his medical 
condition." (Appellant's Brief, p.22.) This reasoning, particularly as it relates to 
Hayes' claim regarding the failure to seek a continuance, is difficult to follow. In 
any event, to the extent Hayes is attempting to shoehorn a claim that "counsel 
prevented him from testifying" into his claim that counsel was ineffective for 
failing to seek a continuance, any such claim should be rejected because the 
claim is not preserved since Hayes did not seek reconsideration on this basis, 
Perry, supra, nor has Hayes squarely presented this issue on appeal with the 
requisite argument and authority, see State v. Zichko, 129 Idaho 259, 263, 923 
P.2d 966, 970 (1996) ("When issues on appeal are not supported by propositions 
of law, authority, or argument, they will not be considered."). 
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APPENDIX A 
MICHAEL T. HAYES IDOC #20633 
Idaho Correctional Center 
Housing Unit: H-120-B 
P.O .• BOX 70010 . 
Boise Idaho 83707 
Petitioner Pro se 
State Post Conviction Relief 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
MICHAEL T. HAYES ) ) 
... 
PETITIONER ) Case No. CV-2006-0711 ) 
-VS- ) MOTION.FOR AUGMENTATION OF ) 
) EXHIBITS STATE OF IDAHO ) 
RESPONDENT ) ) 
) 
COMES NOW PETITIONER MICHAEL T. HAYES and hereby Req~ests 
that this Honorable Court Grant this Motion for Augmentation 
of Exhibits (5) - (16). Petitioner Contends that these Exhibits 
should be allowed as the IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS Ill~gal-
ly took Petitioners MICHAEL T. HAYES CASE FILE AWAY from him 
at Orofino Idaho on 4/6/2009. The Case File contained all the 
Exhibits that were going to be used at the Post Conviction 
Hearing on 4/21/2009. The Case File had all th&'Pleadlngs and 
Evidence along with the Exhibits that was needed for the Post 
Conviction Hearing on 4/21/2009. As a result of the Ilegal 
SEIZER of the Petitioner MICHAEL T. HAYES'S case file MICHAEL 
MOTION FOR AUGMENTATION -1-
352 
",.' 
MOTION FOR AOG~E~~ATIO~ -2~ 
Hearing ahdPeti tiop'er 
toadequa.telY prepare his case" 
. . 
David Lohman 
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, , • • ,. ,.... " < 
Rebut 
~tate 
MOTION FOR AUGMENTATION -;-3-
, ,: ' :. 
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.. ,::".' ' 
. were well awar~bf the' 
Tl.HAYES:i~ 
. . '", ~ - '" 
, , 35:-1 '~'.'!" ', .. 
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APPENDIXB 
Michael T. Hayes 
/120633 , ICC, H120B 
PO Box 70010 
Boise, 10 83707 
Peti tioner, 
... ···STA ..... Of·IDAHO 
CDUNTy6$.SHdsHONE/SS 
···FILED .. 
2009 JUN 10 PNI2: 32 
PEGGY WHITE CLERI\DI~I,COURT . 
/ s!>MA. .' ,dLil-1U\.!'S0N 
'. '. 'O~f{f1ynl" 
IN ~HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST. JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
MICHAEL T. HAYES, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondents. 
000 
) 
) Case No. CV 2006 OJ11 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL T. 
) HAYES IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
) TO AUGMENT EXHIBITS 
) 
) 
) 
--------~----~----------~----) 
STATE OF IDAHO' 
ss. 
county of Ada 
MICHAEL T. HAYES, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes 
and says: 
1. I am the Petitioner in the above-entitled cause and 
make the statements contained herein of my own personal knowledge 
and belief. 
2. I appeared before this court on April 21, 2009 for 
an evidentiary hearing regarding the above captioned case. 
3. When I was transported from the Idaho Corr~ctional 
Center located in Boise, Idaho to the Idaho Correctional 
Institution-Oroiino, I had brought with me all my case files, 
and the transcript from the Motion for New Trial that was denied 
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by this Court. Also included in the case, file' ,that ,was Ille'gally 
Seized by IDOC Transport offic~rs at Orofino was all the Exhibits 
Pl~adings, and Evidence that was going to be used in Post 
Conviction Hearing on 4/21/2609. Asa result of the Illegal 
Seizer of all the Exhibits that were needed for the Post Convic-
tion Hearing, the Petitioner Michael T. Hayes's case was severely 
Prejudiced and a lot of Petitioners Testimony was Li~ited as 
the Exhibits 5-16 were going to be used alon9 with Petitioners 
Testimony to show Ineffective Assistance of Counsel and,Prosecu-, 
tor Misconduct along with a Smorgasbord of Constitutional Rights 
Violations by Attorneys David Lohman and Lynn Nelson. 
4. The Case File all Exhibits along with the Pleadings 
and Evidence was Illegally Seized on 4/6/2009 and was not 
Returned until 5/12/2009. As a result of this Illeg'al seizer 
Petitioner was without the Case file for 15 Days prior to the 
Post Conviction Hearing and could not adequately Prepare his 
case for the Hearing as the IDOC had all the Exhibits and Eviden-
ce that was going to be used at the Post Conviction Hearing. 
5. This Court went so far as to issue a Court Order to 
the Idaho Department of Corrections to return all of my legal 
files to me that were confiscated By IDOC. 
6. As a result of being deprived of the use of these legal 
files to support my claims and Allegations before this Court 
it is requested that Petitioner be permitted to offer and 
demonstrate herein said exhibits 5-16 in order to prove the 
cl~ims and allegations before this court. 
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7. Exhibit (5) pages 1-9 was going to be used to 
demonstrate that Petitioner was under post operative care during 
the Jury Trial of 10/6 /2003 to 10/9/2003. See Exhibit (5) page 
1,2, and 3 Petitioners L4-5 diskectomy with microdissection 
was on 8/21/2003 and Surgeon Glenn L. Keiper, M.D. Ordered a 
plan of treatment Certification Period from 8/22/2003 to 
10/20/2003. As can be seen by the case Evidence Petitioner was 
a incapacitated person during his trial as Petitioner was under 
the influence of a lot of Prescription Narcotics that made him 
sleepy and drowsy. see pages ~-9 Petitioner was under the 
influence of Diazepan 5 MG tab, Zoloft 100 MG tab, and Hydro-
codone 10-325 MG tab the combined effect of these prescription 
Medications all working together made the Petitioner sleepy 
and drowsy and unable to actively participate in his Jury Trial 
and help formulate questions for state witness that would show 
that state wi tnesses perjured themselves during the Jury 'rrial. 
See also page 4 Order Continuing Trial by Fred Gibler as Petiti 
oner was under post operative care and incapacitated person 
at the time the Trial was set for. 
8. Exhibit (6) pages 1-20 were going to be used to show both 
Prosecutor Misconduct and Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 
as the Medical Lab Reports were going to be used to show that 
there was 4 Hepatitis C Lab Test done on Petitioner over a 5 
year Period that conclusively showed that Petitioner was not 
infected with Hepatitis C. These Lab reports Exhibits (6) Pages 
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1-4 along with the Warrant of detention pages 5,6,and 7 were 
admissible under Idaho Law and Rules of Evidence 401. David 
Lohman and Lynn Nelson suppressed Material Exculpatory Evidence 
that was needed to show the Jury that Petitioner did not have 
Hepatitis C. Also Prosecutor Arthur Verharen Lied to the Jury 
about Medical Evidence see pages 575 Trial Transcript Line 16-
25. The Arthur Verharen Closing Summation to the Jury. The State 
did not have any support for the inference that: 
But ~hat we also don't know is whether or not Mr. Hayes 
has hepatitis C or not. W~ dont know that. We know that Mitch 
Alexander had an initial report that said that he didn't have 
hepatitis A, didn't have B--C, and Probably didn't have hepatitis 
C but he needed to get that confirmed. And that's it. You don't 
have any other evidence. You don't have some doctor coming in 
here and saying, "Mr. Hayes doesn't have hepatitis C" So, frankly 
that's not true. We donJt know whether or not Mr. Hayes has 
Hepatitis C. 
Also see Exhibit ~ page 14 paragraph 5 Lynn Nelson states that 
he Disclosed the Negative Hepatitis C Lab Reports in discovery. 
Nelson did not try to admit them at Trial though. Yes Lynn Nelson 
admitted he suppressed Exculpatory Medical Evidence that was 
needed to show the Jury that Petitioner did not have Hepatitis 
C. Lynn Nelson and David Lohman Violated Petitioners Rights 
to a Fair Trial and also deprived Petitioner of His right to 
Due Process of Law. See UNITED STATES -V- BLUEFORD 312 F.3d 
962 The Fact that the Prosecution actions in asking the Jury 
to infer that it was not known whether or not Petitioner had 
Hepatitis C or not, when in fact the governmemt had Evidence 
contradicting that assertion Petitioner contends that this type 
of Prosecutor Misconduct is grounds for reversal of Petitioners 
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conviction. The fact is the government had no support for infere-
nce that it was not known whether or not Petitioner had Hepatitis 
C. 
9. Exhibit (7) pages 1-4 was going to be us~d to show Ineff-
ictive Assistance of Counsel as Petitioner Fax Lyrtn Nelson a 
witness list that was going to be used at the Trial which includ-
ed No. 7 Dr. Debb Elliot Pearson who had 2 Hepatitis C Labs 
done on Petitioner that were both Negative. Lab test of 5/31/2001 
and 7/10/2001 are also included as Exhibits. As can be seen 
both Lab Reports are Negative for Hepatitis C. Petitioner had 
A Right to Compulsory Process which was Denied him by both David 
Lohman and Lynn Nelson. Neither Attorney Subpoena any medical 
Experts to Court to Testify that Petitioner did not have Hepatit-
is C. Idaho Code 19-852 -A-2 Clearly states that Indigent Defend-
ants shall receive the assistance of all experts necessary for 
an adequate Def~nse. Also as can be seen by Exhibit (7) page 
3 of the Defendants witness list No. 7 Dr. Debb Elliot-Pearson 
was Listed as a witness for the Court that was not subpeonaed 
to Court to Testify for Petitioner. Also David Lohman and Lynn 
Nelson Deprived Petitioner out of his Legal Right under Federal 
Law as the Criminal Justice ACT 18 U.S.C. 3006A, Congress has 
also provided that indigent defendants shall receive the Assist 
ance of all Experts ne~essary for an adequate defense. See AKE 
-v- OKLAHOMA 470 U.S. 68 105 S.Ct. 1087. 
10. Exhibit (8) was going to be used to show that MICHAEL T. 
Hayes's son MICHAEL T. HAYES Jr. Passed away on November 22-2001 
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going to be used to show the tier of fact that Petitioner did 
not start to visit the lunen Family with increased frequency in 
November of 2001 after his son died as was the Lunen story. 
Instead Petitioner visited the Lunen Family with Decreased 
frequency just the opposite of what the tier of fact has been 
shown. 
11. Exhibit (9) pages 1-2 were going to be used to show 
the Tier of Fact that the White Mustang Cobra had very heavily 
tinted windows in it and that you could not see through those 
windows from the outside looking in on them. Also that Petitioner 
did not even bye the White Cobra until late May 2002 as can 
be seen by Exhibit (9) page 2. That it would be imposible for 
Mike and Tia to be driving around in a car all spring of 2002 
when Petitioner did not even bye the car until late May 2002. 
These Exhibits were needed to refute state witness Norbert Lane's 
Trial Testimony. Also this Exhibit was going to be used to show 
that David Lohman did not investigate the case and bring forward 
Exculpatory Evidence for the Defense that was available for 
Trial back in October 2003. 
12. Exhibit (10) pages 1-.). and Exhibit (11) pages 1-2 
were going to be used to show the tier of fact that Tia Lunen 
;"abricated the Allegations against Petitioner and that the case 
evidence did not support the Guilty verdict of the Jury. As 
can be seen by the map of Farragut state Park and the Bayview 
Daze Flyer on July 6-2002 The Bill Greenfield Memorial Lighted 
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Boat Parade started at dusk when it was just getting dark and 
the Fireworks show was after the Boat Parade after it was full 
Dark. The Tia Lunen statement at the Jury Trial: Trial Transcript 
page 220 line 15-17 and then it was getting kind of like to 
where it was dark a little bit. And then we--my parents went 
on A boat ride again also line 24-25, and then me and mike, 
we went into his bed and we took off our own clothes, and then 
we started having sex again! The Case Evidence shows that this 
was impossible there was no way that this version of Tia's story 
could have been true as Mike, Tom, Felicia, Megan, Nat, ~nd 
Tia were allan the Boat Together watching the Lighted Boat 
Parade and the Fireworks show after the Lighted Boat Parade. 
As can be seen by the Farragut state Park Map the sun rise Day 
use area where Tia claimed she was having sex with Mike just 
when it was getting dark and her parents were out on a boat 
ride this was several miles away from Bayview Marina where the 
Boat Parade and the Fireworks Show was at. How could Tia be 
having sex with mike on July 6-2002 at the sun rise day use 
area when it was just getting dark and her parrents were out 
on a boat ride ~hen at that the same time Tia, Mike, Tom, Megan, 
Nat, and Felicia were in the boat watching the Lighted Boat 
Parade when it was just getting dark over at Bayview Marina 
It is imposible for tia to be having sex just when it was getting 
dark at Farragut state Park and be over at the Marina watching 
the Lighted boat Parade at the same time. The case evidence 
does not support the Jury's finding of Guilty. As can be seen 
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by the Tia Lunen Preliminary Hearing Testimony on page 27 line 
1-8 on July 6-2002 that about 3:00 or 4:00 when her parents 
went on a walk in the Afternoon. Tia claimed she had sex with 
Petitioner. As can be seen by the Discrepancies in T1a's story 
the 5 hour change in the time line was not believable. Lynn 
Nelson and David Lohman did not confront Tia Lunen with her 
Preliminary Hearing Testimony verses her Trial Testimony cross-
examination has value in exposing falsehood and bring out the 
truth in the Trial of a criminal cas~. The Right of Cross-
examination is one of the safeguards essential to a fair Trial. 
Petitioner was Deprived of his Sixth Amendments Right to Confront 
and cross-examine Tia Lunen's Preliminary Hearing Testimony 
Verses Tials Trial Testimony. As can be seen by Exhibit (11) 
page 1 and 2. Exhibit (11) page 1 Tials Preliminary Hearing 
Testimony: 
6th of July. Was there an occasion on that day that you 
and Mr. Hayes were alone. 
A. Yes, there was. 
Q. And do you remember when that happened? 
A. That was about 3:00 or,4:00, when my parents when on 
a walk. 
Q. IN the afternoon? 
A. Yeah, in the afternoon. 
Tia's Trial Testimony Exhibit (11) page 2. 
A. And then it was getting kind of like to where it was 
dark a little bit. And then we--my parents went on a boat ride 
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again. And then me and Mike, we went in to his bed, and we took 
off our own clothes, and then we started having sex again. 
Arthur Verharen Elicited Testimony from Tia Lunen in the 
Preliminary Hearing. That Testimony amounted to we had sex at 
3:00 or 4:00 in the afternoon while my parents were on a walk. 
Arthur Verharen Elicited Testimony from Tia Lunen at the 
Jury Trial. That Testimony amounted to we had sex when it was 
just getting dark and my parents were out on a boat ride. 
These two versions of July the 6-2002 were totally different 
by Tia Lunen and there is no way that Prosecutor Arthur Verharen 
could have reasonably believed that he was putting on Evidence 
for the Tier of fact that he believed in good faith might be 
true, No Arthur Verharen put on Evidence that he knew was false. 
The difference between a Lawyer asking the jury to infer 
only things that he believed in good faith might be true and 
making factual assertions he well knew were untrue !lis lt the 
difference between fair advocacy and misconduct. UNITED STATES 
-V- UDECHUKWU 11 F.3d 1101,1106, (1st Cir.1993), It is improper 
o imply reliance on a fact that the prosecutor knows to be untrue 
and it is decidedly improper for the government to propound 
inferences that it knows to be false, or has very strong reason 
to doubt. UNITED STATES -V- BLUEFORD 312 F3d 962. 
13. Exhibit (12) pages 1-5 were goinS to be used to show 
that Megan Rice committed Perjury in Violation of well establish-
ed Idaho Law. 18-5401 Perjury Defined See Preliminary Hearing 
Transcript page 16 line 9-13 and also see Jury Trial Transcript 
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page 528 Nat Lunen Testimony line 6-10 also see Marriage License 
of Megan Rice and Nat Lunen marked as Exhibit (12) page 3 and 
4. Last see Exhibit (12) page 5 Idaho Code 18-5401 Perjury Oefin-
ed Every person who, having taken an Oath wilfully and contrary 
to such oath J states as true any material matter which he knows 
to be false, is guilty of Perjury. 
14. Exhibit (13) pages 1-5 was going to be used to show 
the tier of fact that Megan Rice Committed Perjury in both Preli-
minary Hearing and the Jury Trial. Also to show how Prosecutor 
Arthur Verharen adopted Megans Perjured Testimony and argued 
it as a relevant matter for the jury to consider during their 
Deliberations. Exhibit (13) page 1 line 16-18 and somewhere 
in between that time they dropped Tom off and urn, then Tia and 
Mike proc--uh, went on to get the motor home. Also page 2 line 
14-16 r don't know where they dropped Tom off at, but they dropp-
him off and then --- see Jury Trial Transcript page 3 of Exhibit 
(13) line 16-19 A. My knowledge was that he was dropped off 
at athol. Q. On the way down? A. On the way down. Megans Perjured 
Testimony was adopted by Arthur Verharen and Verharen capitalized 
on the perjured Testimony in his closing summation to the Jury 
See Trial Transcript Exhibit (13) page 4 Trial Transcript page 
579 line 15-22 and in terms of Farragut state Park, Megan tells 
YOll yes,.. there were a couple of times that tL'ey were alone toget-
~er. She confirms how they went out on the boat on the 4th, 
how both Mr. Hayes and Tia drove down in a taxi to where the 
motorhome was, and they were alone down there at Farragut while 
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they were up in Sandpoint, how they went for a walk, they went 
for a boat ride and left the two alone. Thus the government 
not only permitted false Testimony of one of its witnesses to 
go to the Jury, but argued it as a reievant matter for the jury 
to consider. See DeMarco -V- U.S. 928 F2d 1074. David Lohman 
and Lynn Nelson were well aware of the fact that Megan Rice 
Lied on the witness stand under Oath in both the Preliminary 
Hearing and the Jury Trial. Neither Attorney would do anything 
about the Perjury, David Lohman and Lynn Nelson were Constitutio-
nally deficient in there Representation of Petition~rs case. 
There Representation fell far below that of Professional norms 
Also David Lohman and Lynn Nelson did not make the Jury aware 
of the fact that Megan Rice was Lying about Tom Pratt being 
dropped off by the taxicab on the way down to Farragut state 
Park. The fact that Megan Rice was a Perjurer should have been 
made known to the Jury so the Jury could have properly evaluated 
Megan Rice's credibility as a witness. This was critical impeach-
ment evidence that the Jury did not hear because of Lunn Nelson 
and David Lohman's legal malpractice during the Trial. Impeachme-
nt evidence as well as Exculpatory Evide~ce, falls within Brady 
Rule. See U.S. ~V- Bagley 473 U.S. 667, 105 S.ct. 3375. As added 
by Pointer -V- Texas 380 U.S. 400, 85 S.ct. 1065 A Defendants 
Constitutional Rights to be confronted with the ~itness agalnst 
him includes the right to cross-examine those witness U.S.C.A. 
Const. Amend 6. 
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Idaho Code 18-5408. Unqualified statement of unknown fact.-
An unqualified statement of that which one does not know to 
be true is equivalent to a statement of that which one knows 
to be false. Yes Meqan Rice Committed Periury in both Preliminary 
Hearinq and the Jury Trial. See Exhibit (13) paqe 5 Idaho Code. 
15. Exhibit (14) paqes 1-3 was qoinq to be used at the'post 
conviction hearing to show that Tia Lunen Originally accused 
her step dad Nat Lunen of sexual abuse and accused him of shooti-
ng her up with Cocane Police Report page 8 paragraph 5- lines 
38-43. Detective Mitch Alexander told Tia Lunen that she would 
be taken to the Doctor to be tested for Hepatitis C. The reason 
that Alexander had Tia Lunen tested for Hepatitis C is that 
Tia told Alexander that N~t Lunen shot himself up with Cocane 
and then shot her up with cocane using the same needle. Then 
stated that Nat has Hepatitis C and was scared she may have 
it after sharing the same needle. Tia also told alexander that 
that the allegations with her dad were true and that it was 
not Mike's idea to make up stories about Nat Exhibit (14) page 
2. Paragraph 4 lines 29-30 Exhibit (14) page 3 on 9/19/2002 Tia 
LUnen Tells Alexander that she did confirm she tested positive 
for Hepatitis C. She also changed her story here and now said 
that she thinks she got it from Mike Hayes. 
16. Exhibit (15) pages 1-4 Exhibit (15) page 3 Paragraph 
4 lines 17-18 Alexander states he interview Nat Lunen and said: 
I asked him if he had Hepatitis C and he did confirm this, 
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Petitioner contends that David Lohman was Ineffective Assistance 
of Counsel when he did not show th~ Jury Through cross-examinati-
on the Police Reports and did not do any cross-examination 
of Tia Lunen at all. The Jury was entitled to know.about all 
of Tia Lunen's. Discrepancies between the Police Reports, Prelimi-
nary Hearing, and the Jury Trial this impeachmerit evidence was 
critical information that the Jury should have had in order 
to properly evaluate Tia Lunen's credibility as a witness. This 
was critical Impeachment evidence that the jury did not hear 
because of David Lohman and Lynn Nelson's Legal Malpractice 
once again see Pointer -V- Texas 380 U.S. 400 85 S.Ct.l065. 
Reception of evidence right of accused to confront witness 
against him. Evidence from prior proceedings grounds for admissi-
on of former Testimony. The general rule that allegations and 
proof must correspond was not at all met in this case as Tia 
Lunen told Mitch Alexander on 9/6/2002 that the allegations 
against her dad were true and that Mike Hayes did not make up 
the story about her dad. Police Report page 32 paragraph 4 then 
on 9/19/2002 Tia Lunen recanted her story and said that she 
may have got Hepatitis C from Mike Hayes. See Exhibit (6) -
9/27/2002 Blood warrant served on Mike Hayes 9/27/2002 also 
see results of the 4 Negative Hepatitis C Lab Reports taken 
over a 5 year period Mike Hayes does not have Hepatitis C. 
Here it is shown that the allegations that Mike Hayes may have 
given Tia Lunen Hepatitis C is not supported by any case evidence 
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or proof. The allegations that Nat Lunen gave Tia Lunen Hepatitis 
C are supported by case evidence and the proof of this is in 
the Police Reports Exhibit (15) page 3 paragraph 4 lines 17~-18 
As Alexander states he did an Interview with Nat Lunen and Lunen 
did confirm that he has Hepatitis C. Alexandei did a interview 
with Megan Rice Police Reports page 9 alexander states on paragr-
aph 6 that during our conversation I told her about the alleged 
abuse and she beg~n crying and stated that it was not true that 
her daughter is lying and that she is Manipulative and that 
she knew she was going to be in trouble when she got home so 
she would try and get some one else in trouble. Police Report 
page 10 paragraph 4 see Exhibit (15) page 2 paragraph 4 line 
1 Megan was worried about Nat and said she will testify on his 
behalf. Jury Trial Transcript page 55 line 9-11 yes Megan does 
testify on Nats ~ehalf in order to through Authorities off track 
Megan goes into the Jury Trial and tells the Jury just before 
I got Pregnant with Tia my oldest daughter, I was diagnosed 
with Hepatitis C. More Prosecutorial Misconduct here as Val 
Siegel Elicited unsupported Medical Evidence from Megan Rice 
that she was diagnosed with Hep~titis C. There was no foundation 
laid for the state to inter this testimony into the Trial. 
There was no supporting Medical Evidence like Medical Lab Reports 
showing that Megan Rice was tested f0r Hepatitis C and that 
she tested positive for Hepatitis C. There was no Medical Reports 
offered by the government and the government did not have any 
evidence td support the assertion that Megan Rice was Diagnosed 
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with Hepatitis C just before she got Pregnant with her oldest 
Daughter Tia. The fact is the government had no support for 
the inference that Megan Rice was Diagnosed with Hepatitis C. 
It is improper for the government to propound inferences that 
it knows to be false. 
17. Exhibit (16) pages 1-2 The Tom Pratt Testimony on page-
123 line 16-19 as can be seen Torn Pratt Testimony Fully corrobor-
ates Mike Hayes's Testimony that He was at the Boat Parade on:_ 
July 6-2002 with Tia, Nat, F~licia,Megan and Torn watching the 
Bill Greenfield Memorial lighted Boat Parade when it was just 
getting Dark at Bayview Marina and not over at Farragut state 
Park at the sunrise day use area with Tia Lunen having sex with 
tia in the motorhome. After the Lighted Boat Parade the group 
watched the fireworks show before returning to Farragut state 
Park at somewhere around 2:00 A.M. As can be seen by the case 
evidence it can now be said that Tia Lunen Fabricated the sexual 
allegations against Mike Hayes for the July 6, 2002 Allegation! 
Also Torn Pratt fully Corroborates Mike Hayes Testimony 
that on July 5-2002 that he was not droped off by the Taxicab 
on the way down to Farragut state Park from Sandpoint Idaho. 
Alio see Exhibit (16) page 2 Trial Tran-118 Lines 3-9 Tom Pratt 
Fully corroborates Mike Hayes Testimony that Tom Followed Mike 
HaY2s out of the Farragut State Park on july 5-2002 and that 
Mike and Tia were not left alone at farragut state park. Also 
that it can now be shown by the case evidence that Tia Fabricated 
the allegations of July 5-2002 as she did the July 6-2002 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT EXHIBITS -15-
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Allegations. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated this ~, Day of ~~~ f 2009. 
~j;f~. 
MICHAEL T. BAYES . 
#20633 H-120-B 
P.O. BOX 70010 
BOISE IDAHO 83707 
. i 0 ;rv;Y1~" 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this £, Day of -MiTy-2009. fL 
(SEAL) 
L (/)/YL-eu 
(]lOTARY PU~LIC 
THE COUNTY.OF 
MY COMMISSION 
& ..-vv4-'v~_"_." 
FOR IDAHO 
~~~IRES: 9/;0/; 3 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT EXHIBITS -16-
4 1~ " L t 
. . 
. '. ." ' -
, . . 
RI?S()VR{lE (:ENTIlR PRIVILEGED MAIL LO(; 
HAYES 20633 
Date Recen)eti J)«ie Atfailed Addre:;see 
~oo« 
06/04/09 06/05109 
06/04/09 06/05109 
06104/09 06/05/09 
06/04/09 06/05/09 
State of Idaho 
SHOSHONE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
700 .BANK Sr., SIB. 120 
WALLACE ID 
SHOSHONE COuNTY DISTRCT 
COURT 
P.O.·BOX 527 
WALLACE ID 
JONATHAN B. HULL 
508 B. GARDEN A VB. 
COEUR D' ALE ID 
SHOSHONE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
700 BANK ST., SIB. 120 
WALLACE ID 
County of Ada . 
On this a day of :rc; ~ ,200 ~, r certify the above JS a true, exact, 'll1d 
complete copy of the Resow'ce Cent S en~ the rivileged ;1 dbase" 
Commission Expires: ~1-fH7CVJ+::----
418 
APPENDIXC 
1 Michael T. Hayes 
f! 20 6 33, I CC I H 1 20 B 
2,p.o. Box 70010 
3 
4 
Bosie, ID 83707 
Petitioner, 
.: 0/: ' .• ,
5 IN THE DISTRICT COUR'l' OF THE FIRST JUDICIlH.J DIS'rRleT OF THE 
6 STNrE OF' IDAHO, IN 1I,ND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
7 MICHAEL T. HAYES, ) ) Case No. CV-2006-711 
) ) r.lOTION TO AMEND 1>J:ID RECONSIDER 
} ~1EMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER 
) RE: PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION 
8 Petitioner, 
9 v. 
) RELIEF 
) 10 STATE OF IDA.HO, 
11 Respondent. ) I~------------------------------) 
12 
13 COMES NOIII[, Michael T. Hayes (hereinafter "Hayes"), Petitioner, who pursuant 
o Rule 60(b), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Proceaure, moves this Court to Amend 
15 d Reconsider its M6norandum Opinion and Order Re: Petition for Post-Conviction 
16 "elief, that was filed on June 9 1 2009, for the reasons set forth below. 
17 . Hayes was transported from the Idaho Correctional center (ICC) in Boise,. 
18 daho, to Idaho Correctional Institution-Oroflno (ICI-O) with is necessary legal 
19 terials that contained evidence to prove p,ayes I issues on post-conviction. 
20 Upon arriving at ICI-O, prison officials there would not let Hayes take th? 
21 egal work with him and infonned him it \'lould catch up with (him) you whe.'1 he \'Jas 
22 t County .Jail. TJpon Hayes arrival at the Shoshone Cobnty Jail he did not have 
23 is legal work for G'lis Court I s evidentiary hearing that was held on April 21, 
24 fhe Court wasi:nformed by counsel for Hayes on the week of April 14, 2009 r 
25 that Hayes did not have his evidenc.e with him for prison officials at ICI-O took i.t. 
26 JarION TO N"lEND AND RECONISDER - 1 
,.0::' 
1 
'I'his Court acknO'iiledgerJ the problem of Hayes I not having his evidence anO 
2 as a resul t of Hayes I not having the information avai.lable to the Court for the 
3 flea.ing being held h:Lndere<.'J Hayes' access-to-courts and has since caused "actual 
4 hannH as a result of this Court r s order of ,June 9 f 2009. 
5 The Court on l->.pril 21, 2009, issued an Order that IDX was to return Hayes I 
6 lega.l materials to him. See E'xhihit-1, and by this reference incorporate::: herein. 
7 Hayes on or about April 30, 2009 arrived bacK. at ICC and on or about ~1ay 
8 12, 2009, received the legal files that were wrongly taken by IDOC Officials at 
9 leI-a. See Exhibit-2, a Offender Property Inventory Sheet, and by this reference 
10 incorporated herein. Hayes also had to verify tha.t it was all there and l.;ras. 
11 .~s a result of Hayes being prejudiced at the evidentiary hearing on April 
12 21, 2009, by not having the eVide.qce at the hearing Hayes t.,egan to diligently 
13 prepare a Motion for Augmentation of Exhibits and an Affidavit In Support of !''iotion 
14 to Augment Exhibits. See EXhibits-3 8: 4 .'~nClhy this reference incorporatEd herein. 
15 Hayes turned over to Prison Officials Exhbits 3 and 4 to be mailed to the 
16 Clerk, ,Judge, Pros..~cutor and Appointed Counsel on JtL"1e 4, 2009, and they cUd not 
17 mail thern until June 5, 2009. See EYJIibi t-5 , Resource Center Privileged ~1ail Logq 
18 for J'lme 4, 2009, and by this reference incorj:X)ra.ted herein. 
19 The Court did not receive and fHe the ~'lotion for Augmentation of Exhibits 
20 and Affidavit In Supp:::>rt, Exhibits 3 & 4 until ,JUDe 10, 2009, the day followiI)g 
2 1 this C'.ourt I s Order denying Hayes I Post Convici ton Petition. 
22 Hayes, hereby asserts that this Court must Amend and/or Reconsider its Order 
23 f June 9, 2009, due to the "mail box mIen in regards to prisoner filings on jX)st 
24 conviction reliefs. 
25 Hayes is a prisoner and as such, the maE box rule applies and determines 
26 rIOl\! 'ill AlVIITID MlD RECONSIDRR - 2 392 
'. -', . 
.. 
1 when pleadings ere deemed fHed ,:;;nd isv<7hen they are t.endere.-:1 to pri~30n officials 
2 for ffi-'3.iJ.ing. SeE: State v. Lee, 7 Idaho 203, 7f's6 P.2d 594 (C'O]\ 1990}. Further, the 
3 law l.mdeE I-Tolland v. AlaboJn8J 1 80.2::3 373 (1\121. cr I"pp. 1993),: Fai-He v. Upjohn 
4· Co., I} F.2d 985 (9t.h CiT.' 1994); and HOE.§ton v:... J~3.ck, 487 U.S. 266 r 108 S.Ct. 2379 
5 (1988) are applicable to Bayes si tua:tion here. The Idaho Supreme Court ln the 
6 cases of !\1ctnson v. State and lJnderson v. state I 128 Ioaho 639, 917 P.2d 796 (Idaho 
7 1996) held that the rr.a:U box rule applies for the purr..oses of pro se filings 
8 regarding post-conviction relief matters. Id. at 128 Idaho at 643, 917 P.2Cl at 
9 800. 
10 Hayes tendered his l\lotionfor Augmentation and Affidavit In SUpf>:Jrt of Motion 
11 to .Augment P'uehibits, on ,Tune 4, 2009, to prison officials to be sent to all parties 
12 concerned, just· five (5) days prior to this Court's ruling and the Court did not 
13 have all of the pleadings tha:t had eeen filed prior to its ruling. 
14 This Court based upon the foregoing has made a D.lling on Hayes I post 
15 conviction proceedings without the entire record that was filed before the Court 
16 and there..iore it is just and appropriate for this Court to vacate its ,June 9, 2009 
17 Lv1emoramum Opinion and Order . make review of Hayes I plE"...adings that were deemed filed 
18 per mail box rule on June 4, 2009 , and issue a new Memorand1..1rn Opinion and Order 
19 Re: Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
20 Respectfully submitted 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 TION TO AMEND r~~ RECONSIDER - 3 393 
1 
t 
.\...' , 
2 S'T?!>.']:;:: OF IDAHO 
3 county or Ji,da 
) 
) 55. 
) 
4 !''ilCI-IAEL T. RNIES r being first duly SWO:L'Tl UJ?Ori oath de-J?oses and ~;ays; that 
5' I 8JTl the Petitioner in the foregoing document and have rEX:l.c1 j_t and it is t:t:Ue pJ.1d 
6 correct to the best of my krlovile8,ge and belief. 
7 
8 
9 8tJl-JSCRIBED, Sf/ORN I and 
10 
11 r 
12 
13 
)\1ichael '1'. :Hayes, PeU E~one.r 
1t1 
AFFIBM&l To before meJ.lS tL clay of July. 2009. 
~.4!~ 
l\1otary public for Idaho 
Commission E1Xj?ires: 1101(3 I I 
14 CERTIFIC~TE OF MAILING 
15 I HEREBY certify that on the ~ of July, 2009, I served a true and correct 
16 copy of the foregoing motion by placing it in the prison Legal t>'lail systeru to be 
17 Trailed via U.S. Mail postage prepaid to: 
18 First District Court Clerk 
Shoshone County 
19 700:sa,."1k st. STE 120 
wallace, ID 83873-2348 
20 
val Sie<',Jel, Esg. 
21 
Jonathan B.Hu1l, ~ttorney 
508 E. garden Ave. 
Coeur d J Alene, ill 83814 
22 
23 
Shoshone County Prosecutor 
700 Baru( St. SEE 120 
\'>Tallace ro 83873 ~~~~;~----
24 
25 
26 !'lOTION rID A1'IIEND AND RECONSIDER - 4 
U J .r.·. 
JQNATBANB. HULL 
Attorney at law . 
, 508 East Garden Ayenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667~6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Petitioner 
". ~ '.; . , 
• .. : .•• t. '.: • 
. . ' -.: .... ' .. : 'l"'::~ .:: .:,. 
,
:,",:,.,'";'.,,,' ... :' .......... . 
' . ."": ; .... ~ ",:: :. " 
:' '·.:;,KiXf~b/,'bAH o· ' 
COUNTYOFS, HOSHDN[/SS 
' " fiLED 
2009 APR21 PH 5: OS ' 
CL, pi:' GYY{,NIT~' \, 
, ,DIST. co RT 
81'. ".' ,. ',' " o[Pl.ln"~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
MICHAEL T. HAYES, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-06-0711 
ORDER TO RETURN LEGAL 
RESEARCH AN}) WORK PRODUCT 
TO ,PETITIONER 
It is hereby ordered that the IDOC return the petitioner's legal papers to him at the 
.p,;)..c·d,'+~ ;V\ ~~\'~l de.(\::"';'<fi»-~'- ':5 be\'~ k~.0 0.:* !POc.. 
~shQr.<e Co~nty jail immediately, 
DATED THIS ~ day of A er ( 'J ,2009. 
~~Ih~ 
ORDER TO RETURN LEGAL 
RESEARCH AND WORK PRODUCT 
FRED M, GIBLER, 
District Judge 
TO PETITIONER -1-
39:1 
Ex li((J/T - ! 
_ _, f:". ,~ ",,. ;. ( 
CERTIFICATE OF$.ERVicE . 
I HEREBY certifY that a true and correct copy oftheforegoingdoGtlWentwas served 
upon the Shoshon(;County Prosecutor by placjngacopy of the s?Irie in.the inter()ffice mailbox, 
and Jonathan B, IiulJ, Attorney at Law, 508J~as.tQar·ypAy~pu.e, Cpetird'Alene, Idaho 83814 
by U.S, mail (post"geprepa.id) this~ day of '. '. . ' ,2009. 
an c\ :t: DO Cpy tu q~ t J-'\ t1t ..Y11 e':OIYl'<;; 
~ttf 00£-3:) i 7<-//S-
ORDER TO RETURN LEGAL 
RESEARCH AND WORK PRODUCT 
TO PETITIONER -2-
JCtVY~., · /}!~) . ~ ~
CLERKOFTHECURT .~ 

APPENDIXD 
U.l.l,;d:.l." Center 
Date of, Surgery: 08/22/2003 
SURGEON: Glenn L. Keiper "M. D . 
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: L4-5 disk herniation on the right. 
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: L4-5 disk herniation ,on the right. 
OPERATION: L4-5 diskectomy with microdissection. 
ASSISTANT: Jeanne Ellern, PA 
COMPLICATIONS : None . 
ESTIMATED BLOOD LOSS: 50 cc. 
TUBES: None. 
DRAINS: None. 
DESTINATION: Postanesthesia care unit. 
INDICATIONS: ,This is a 48 -year-old gentleman with right L5 radiculopathy'." 
MRI showed rightward L4-5 disk herniation. He failed conservative management 
and he was offered operative intervention. The full risks and benefits. of ' 
the procedure, as well as alternative treatments were dis'cussed. Patient 
wanted to proceed .. .,.' 
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE: PaLient was ,brought ,to the operating room 'and· 
induced with general endotracheal anesthesia. He was given 2 g of Ancef. 
The back was prepped and draped in the usual sterile fashion. A 2-rnch 
incision was made over L4-5; Electrocautery was used to dissect through-
subcutaneous tissue, thr'ough the fascial layer with subperiosteal dissection 
exposing the lamina at L4 and L5. A self-retaining retractor was placed, and 
x-ray was taken to confirm the L4 5 level. The microscope was draped and 
brought in. Under microscopic vision, the hemilamina of L4 and L5 was 
drilled off, the ligament was pulled up and excised. The laminotomy 
was widened with a punch. The nerve root was draped over a large 
subligamentous calcified herniation. The annulus was opened. The herniation 
was then reduced into the disk space with Epstein curet. The diskectomy was 
then performed with pituitary rongeur until the overlying thecal sac and ~_ 
nerve root were freed up. The area was searched for any additional 
fragments, there were none. The area was irrigated with antibiotic solution. 
Hemostasis was achieved with Gelfoam. The retractor was removed. The 
musculature was inspected for any bleeding, there was none; The fascial 
layer was reapproximated with 2-0 Vicryl, 2-0 Vicryl for subcutaneous, 3-0 
for subcuticular, and staples in the skin. The wound 'was dressed.. Patient, 
THIS REPORT IS CONFIDENTIAL AND NOT TO BE RELEASED WITHOUT PROPER AUTHORIZATION. 
Kootenai Medical Center 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
OPERATIVE REPORT 
Name: HAYES,MICHAEL T 
Physician: Glenn L Keiper, Jr, M.D. ES: N 
Attending: Keiper,Glenn L Jr 
DOB: Status: DEP SDC 
Acct No: KM3994175 Loc: KM.KDS 
Unit No: KM00264178 Rpt: 0827-0139 
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~/ 
was extubated and transported to the postanesthesia care unit in good 
condition. 
Glenn t. Keiper, M.D . 
cc: Primary care physician 
GLK: sr 
J ob ID:262981 Doc ID:490284 
D:08/2 1 / 2003 14:55: 0 0 T :08/24/2003 11:09 :0 0 
.. ~ : . '. . '.' .; 
'. 
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THIS REPORT IS CONFIDENTIAL AND NOT TO BE RELEASED WITHOUT PROPER AUTHORIZATION. 
Kootenai Medical Center 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
OPERATIVE REPORT 
Name: HAYES, MICHAEL- T 
Physician; Glenn L Keipe r, Jr, M.D. ES; N 
Attending: Keiper,Glenn L Jr 
DOB: Status: DEP SDC 
Acct No: KM399.4175 Loc: KM.KDS 
Unit No: KM00264178 Rpt: 0827-0139 
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ADDENDWM TO: '::f ~ PLAN OF TREATMENT ',}--' -'------~--------o MEDICAL UPDATE 
1. r It(S HI Claim No. 2. Start of Care Date 
08/22/2003 
3. Certification Period 4. Medical Rerord 5. Prov.i( 
1370 ' Slb?24287A From: 08/22/2003 To: 10/20/2003 0787 
6. Patient's Name and Address 
Hayes, Michael 
!: Piuvider's Name, Mdress, and Telephone 
Loving Care & More, Inc. 
8. Item 
No. 
10 Cydlobenzaprinehei 10 mg BID po 
Neurontin 300 mg HS po 
Diazepam 5 mg TID po 
PlaqueniL 200 mg QD po 
13 2720 0 PORE HYPERCHOLESTEROLEM 
311 o DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 
11/01/2002 
01/01/1990 
21 x week x 3 weeks for bathing, dressing, ADL' s, vs x 60 days for continuous c a re. 
22 REHAB POTENTIAL: Good. 
DISCHARGE PLANS: Will d/c once has reached pre surgery status. 
INITIAL PATIENT STATUS SUMMARY: 
Admitted 48 year old white male to HH care following micro laminotomy and diskec tol 
Patient has intractable pain. He has been disabled for the past 10 years. Has 
significant pain to bilateral hips, leg and low back. Has periodic angina. Was in 
Auto accident 09/22/01 which increased pain significantly. Pain at time of admit wa 
"10" patient was restless and moaning. Current Dx include, Right L5 radiculopathy, 
Right L4-5 disk herniation, low back pain, sip MI 11/02, hypercholesterolemia, 
depression. Had heart cath 03/03 and colonoscopy with polyp removal and hemorrhoi d 
banding 05/03. Currently uses BSC and. urinal for ease with toileting. Requires 
assistance wi th all ADL's. PT and OT will assess, treat. Patient exhibits drug 
seeking behaviors- ie. "Can you get me more pain rneds. I just wanted some MS Cont i n 
40s or Dillavidid 5s to get me through the next few weeks". Uses walker or rollin g 
chair to g et around home. Depression is ~ong standing with .increased statements du e 
t o p a in and immobility. flI can't do anything" 
Bsign and Date p'~ 
L1lnnial Here . .1 
[iJ'Review Report 
~~~ EXHIBIT D 
110. Dater, d -07 = 
~.r~~l ,oc~ 15:27 
, 
~BRlCK 0, LOArS 
Atto.~ at l.Aw 
III North 2lld Steet 
P.O.&x831 
Cowrd'Alene, ID 83816--0831 
(208) 667..6424 
Fax: 664..3644 
ISB #2147 
Attorney for Defend.e.tu 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff; 
v. 
MlCHAEL T. HAYES, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------~) 
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",'******* SHOP!J:D STORE #069 H* H' 
COE~~ D'ALENE. ITI 664-8496 ';.,JEII!··· 
II! J 1111111 1111111 11111 lUI III 
, 
., 
4 ~C - J 099998 PRESCR IPTIONS 
4(,(30099998 PRESCRIPTIONS 
** ** 
TAX .00 BAL 
CHARGE CARD 1317 
CHANGE 
HAPPY TO HAVE SERVED YOU 
8.99 N 
19.49 N 
28.48 
2848 
.00 
MARIL YN 
.217 W. IRONWOOD DR 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
765-9586 
PATIENT 'MJH1RM;L,:'T\~'RAYES 
ADDRESS 166 MJ;:LL RD 
MULLAN, ID 83846 
DOCTOR: 
(208) 744-8078 
KEIPER 
33.8: 
GENERIC SAVED YOU $39.3D 
. A ~AVINGS OF 
DATE: o 8 / 2 6 / 0 3 RX: 
DRUG: HYDROCO/APAPIO-325MGTAB M/KR QUANTITY: 
9/08/03 6: 27PM 0069 50 0168 603 00406 -03 67-
05/30/55 
11111II111I1111I11111111111I1111111~ 1111111 
0309080069500168 
PATIENT INSTRUCTIONS: 
>4558269* HYDROCO/APAPIO-325MGTAB M'KR 
-May take with meals?;fs.itornach upset occurs. 
RECE I PT NBR 0309 0800 6950 0168 7 
VALIDATION NBR - 609'1206 
-Do not exceed recommend~dir~;d'Gjs$;g§'!"'''::s:: r":!( ';{<:'> 
- Check w / Dr befo:r:::~ pr::i.nk#p'g.c!u~oJ),iot'~:~,)~'everages 
-Use cautiously ~~th' otll~;f.,4e:pies,§aitj;~fY8~ drugs 
SAVE RECEIPT FOR REFUND WITHIN 90 DAYS 
NO REFUNDS ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 
-May cause drowsi:l}ess/dig;,zi:P:~13S. D:rl 'C ",yrfth cautior 
-Check with Dr. b~foret~i:.pg'~y~o":",,medicine 
- Report hives / i tctlinglprdb':;lerns"i;llll reafrbirig to I 
OSE~URN [lF~U8 
8aS MULLAN DRH1E 
oseURN j lDMiD 
.) 08-:,56-1 139 
OUR FRIEl'{DLY PHAR1\AC'i 
THANK '(QU 
SAVE THIS RECEIPT __ . 
:OR REFUNDS/EXCHAN6t::i 
[HR 09-25-03 01000 i 
<Xli 475840 
PHARMACY 
CLOTHING 
TAX 
TOTDUE 
M(iVlS 
7239t;\ (:111 
40.60 
10.00 ! 
0.6() 
-Promptly report unusual symptoms/effects to Dr 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ON YOUR MEDICATIONtPL~ 
CALL YOUR PHARMACIST AT 765-9586 OR YOUR PHYSICL1\N 
... ___ .._ __ -.. .-~-_~~-- , ,. uw:_ J ~ $ 
~***¥*** SHOPKO STORE U069 ******** 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 664-8496 
PRESCRIFTIONS 33 .89 40030099998 GRD VIDEO 5 4° 02661661 153 T120 XHI . / 
.. :5 3 BAL 39 .71 
**** 
TAX 
CHARGE CARD 1317 39 ,71 
CHANGE .00 
HRPPY TO HAVE SERVED YOU ... BARB 
8/29/03 5: 15PH 0069 50 0147 622 
III 111111\111\ II mil 11II1 IlllllI 1111 11I1II1 (308290069500147 _ 
RECEIPT NBR - 0308 2900 6950 
VALIDATION NBR - 8004405 
01'17 ';i 
DAYS SAVE RECEIPT FOR REFUND WITHIN 90 
~o REFUNDS ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 
H 
******** SHOPKO STO 
COEUR D'A RE #069 ******** 
LENE, ID 661-8196 
10030099998 PRESCRIPTIONS 
4003~099998 PRESCRIPTIONS 
ihH TAX 
00 SAL 
Cosh 
CJ.iANGE 
HAPPY TO HAVE SERVED You. 
33.89 N 
22.59 N 
56.'/8 
60.00 
352 
MAR lLYN 
8/22/03 12:00PH 0069 
50 0019 603 
11111I111/{llj~lll1~ 'Jl~ll' m ~m 
RECEIPT NBR 0308 
VALIDATION NBR 2200 6950 0049 I 
- 0071506 
- .-----
------
----E dAti) p~ 5 
*******1 SHOPKO STORE #069 ******** 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 664-8496 
J030 n q9998 PRESCRIPT TONS 
*1_. TAX .00 BAL 
Cash 
33 89 
33 89 
CI-IANGE 3'1 00 
. il 
YAPPY TO HAVE SERVED YOU. MARILYN 
8/26/03 
506f"'H 0069 51 0139 603 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~II ~llllllllllllm 1111111 
_ 0308260069510139 
RE CUPT NBR - 0308 2600 69t; 1 0139 0 
VALIDATION /oIBR - 0041306 ' 
SAVE RECEIPT FOil REFUND WITHIN 90 DAYS 
NO REFUNDS ON PRESCRIPTfON DRUGS 
RX# C645216 03/13/03 S 
HAYES, MIKE 
P.O. BOX 311 
OSBURN, 10 83849 
AK YOUR PRICE: $40.85 
Scon GIBBS, PA 
HYDROCOD/APAP 10/500 
NDC#O0591-D540-05 
#90 
WATSON 
NO REFILLS 
THANK YOU AND HA VE A NICE DA Y 11 
E! 740 J;~t'A~urHARfV!,~~~ .. SA BK 431>9775 KELLOGG.!.!g_·~J,l3l.,"""'P""""''''''_~~;;..''''''''''''pro=a''~ 
CA\.1TION: ~w~~oiJeY5'\R.AFTER1HEOATErr\S otSpmsaJ. 
RX# C654666 08115/03 S 
HAYES, MIKE 
P.O. BOX 311 
OSBURN, 10 83849 
AK YOUR PRICE: $52.75 
KATHY ROBERTSON, NP 
HYDROCOD/APAP 10/500 
NDC#OQ591-054()-{)5 
#140 
WATSON 
NO REFILLS 
r 
N 
AK 
P.l -"\QX 311 
OSBLi}ID 83849 
YOUR PRICE: $8.95 
SCOTT GIBBS, PA 
BETAMETH DIP 0.05% CR 
Generic For. DIPROSONE 0.05% CREAM 
NDC#OO 168-0055-46 
#45 
FOUG 
3 REFILLS 
THANK YOU AND HAVE A NfCE DA Y !! 
RECElPT 
, .. ~,----
* (S) N 
-"'~~C~6""3""'9T1'8Pl71'7'\2'--;11ri2t1 8-10-2------
MIKE HAYES 
SM 
~. -~~~?!iEfHARM!~t= ~ KELLOGG. 10 83837 .,.,.."",,~,,!l~~ CAtJnON:~~~~~~oA1ErrlS~ 
RX# C639872 12118/02 S 
HAYES, MIKE 
P.O. BOX 311 
OSBURN, ID 83849 
SM YOUR PRICE: $21.00 
SCOTT GIBBS, PA 
HYDROCOD/APAP 10/650MG 
Generic For. LORCET 10/650 TAB 
NDC#O0406-D361-05 
# 60 
MALLI 
1 REFILLS 
THANK YOU AND HA VE A NICE DA Y f/ 
RECSPT 
RX# C653898 08704/03 'AK 
MIKE HAYES X, ____________________________ ___ 
11· KOHAL PHARMACY 740 McKlNLEY AVENUE P~one 7ll6-930J KELLOGG ID 83837 DEA SK 4369775 CAUTlON:~~~~~~~lE~~~~rr~=PlJ~. 
RX# C653898 08/04/03 s 
HAYES, MIKE 
P.O. BOX 311 
OSBURN, 10 83849 
AK YOUR PRICE: $32.95 
THANK YOU AND HAVE A NICE DA Y I! C JzM (,) 
REC8PT 
KATHY ROBERTSON, NP 
DIAZEPAM TAB 5MG WAT 
. Genenc For: VALIUM 5MG TABLET 
} NDC#O0591·5619-10 
#90 
WATSON 
p~ .r, NO REFILLS 
M E \) CAL 
H,AYEMI2 
'patient: HAYES, MICHAEL T. 
RespPty: 
EXPENSES 
Pharmacy: SHOPKO PHARMACY #2069 
217 W. IRONWOOD DR 
Page: 
166 MILL RD COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814-
RPh: JR, MCCURDIE 
MULLAN 
Birth: 05/30/1955 
,ID 83846- NCPDP#: 1304613 
pre scriDtions : Date: 01/01/1985 TO 08/29/2005 
Las tFill Rx # Drug Name Qty Physician Name 
05/ lO 00 68A·~Q07 BE~1\METH DIP",9, OS%;. 30 Dr. CRAIG 
OS/22 03 4558"1IY--H;mROCO/APA:Pl:0 ;-32511 50 Dr. ELLERN 
OS/22 03 7109072 METHOCARBAM 750MG ... ' 50 Dr.ELLERN 
08/26 03 4558269 HYDROCO/APAPI0-325M 50 Dr.KEIPER 
08/29 03 4558426 HYDROCO/APAPI0-325M 50 Dr.KEIPER 
09/08 03 7111953 METHOCARBAM 750MG 40 Dr. KEIPER 
09/08 03 4558806 DIAZEPAM 5MG 30 Dr.ROBERTSON 
10/07 03 455880~_D~ZEPAM 5MG 30 Dr.ROBERTSON 
'\ ' . 
Report Date: 08;2~/2005 
Attested To By: 
T/P 
EXHIBIT.'- p~ 7 
ce 
18.59 
33.89 
22.59 
33.89 
33.89 
19.49 
8.99 
8.99 
$180.32 
, ': .,.~ 1 , 
'. ;., ,/-
OSf:URN DRUG 
805 flULLAN DRIVE 
OSBURN I IDAHO 
208-556-1139 
YOUR F~'IENDL Y PHARMAcY 
THANK YOU 
SAVE THIS RECEIPT 
FOR REFUNDS/EXCHANGES 
THR 09-18-03 010001 
Rxn lj. 75841 
PHARMACY 
RX/f 475840 
PHARMAC'( 
TOTDUE 
CASH 
?1C/VIS 
65.JO~ C222 
- -- ~.----. 
19080 
40,60 
60,4(; 
36.00 
24.40 
13:22TM 
o TABOR'S/MODERN LJKU~ - LI-\~!=, IV I",VQI 
ACCOUNT 
NAME 
OTY. 
\i jl? 
DESCRIPTION I PRICE ! 
SALES ~ 
TAX 
TOTA6. 
mOUNT 
4345.53 
[lS8IJF'fj Oft'IJr: 
nos MULLAI4 Dr.' ni:: 
OSBURN, WHHO 
2()R-,r;'~··11::;';' 
'{nlf~' FRTEfiDIi' F'Ht.RI1HU 
THAJJ,;' )'IJjI 
SHUE THIS REt.t.JPT 
F OK' REF1IHf1;:l/;:::i CHAH8E:.; 
RY~ '+7";()88 
PI-lARMHC'( 4(i. ,!ti 
C.4SH 
CHANGE' 
Ct"iSH 
57!0'i! ell,:; 
'f 1 , ()(j 
IU·O 
tl 
DS8UHN DRU6 
805 MULLAN DRIVE 
OSE:URN, IDAHO 
208-556-1139 
SIGNATURE 
YOUF: FRIEN.DLY PHARMACY 
THArW YOU 
SAVE THIS RECEIPT 
FOR REFUNDS/EXCHANGES 
~RI 10-03-03 010001 
f.:XH 4-75840 
PHARMACY 40.60 
TOTDUE 40,60 
Me/VIS 40.60 
8041~ C111 16 nOTM 
"~3j~<25S 
L;~~:l j ~'~I;;:;)~~ It;1 ~it;,:; 
cli[(,R ('Ai EN, III 8';bH 
LllE; -1)6? -9;'70 
PhonE Or'det" 
iLl: ntii·J!J!JLJr:~ 
(Jt.·1J.{( 
t{;.:-d! 11: nnl:lt(J:' 
Cu~.tfJl~t.'r CoP"( 
i'inNK YOUI I 
f\'''' IUi 'I':!1 
.... ,)'1 ... 1.11 
FROM 2-01-03 TO 8-27-05 
SANDPOINT SUPER DRUG RUN DATE: 8-27-05 
604 N FIFTH AVE 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 PH# 208-263-1408 
RECORD OF PRESCRIPTIONS FOR: PAGE 1 
MICHAEL T HAYES BIRTH DATE: 
166 MILL ROAD 
MULLAN ID 83846 
208 -755-7495 
RX# DATE BILL 
00702545 10-24-03 ID 
00702545 11-20-03 ID 
00702544 10-24-03 ID 
00702544 11-20-03 ID 
00702543 10-24-03 ID 
00702543 11-20-03 ID 
00702542 10-24-03 ID 
00702541 10-24-03 ID 
00702541 11-20-03 ID 
00702540 10-24-03 ID 
00702540 11-20-03 ID 
00690275 7-25-03 CAS 
00690274 7-25-03 CAS 
00682916 5-30-03 CAS 
00682916 6-30-03 CAS 
- - - - - - DRUG - - - - - - - RPH QTY RFL 
LIPITOR 20MG TAB 20 MG KP 30 0 OF 4 
00071-0156-23 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
LIPITOR 20MG TAB 20 MG KP 30 1 OF 4 
00071-0156-23 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
HYDROCOD!APAP 10MG/325MG 10MG/3 KP 140 0 OF 4 
00591-0853-01 DS: 28 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
HYDROCOD/APAP 10MG/325MG 10MG/3 KP 140 1 OF 4 
00591-0853-01 DS: 28 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
DIAZEPAM 5 MG (BARR) 5MG KP 60 0 OF 4 
00555-0363-05 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
DIAZEPAM 5 MG (BARR) 5MG KP 60 1 OF 4 
00555-D363-05 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
NITROQUICK 0.4MG 4X25 
58177-0324-18 DS: 04 
KP 25 0 OF 99 
$.00 DR ROBERTSON 
GEMFIBROZIL 600MG TAB 600MG KP 60 0 OF 4 
00093-0670-05 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
GEMFIBROZIL 600MG TAB 600MG KP 60 1 OF 4 
00093-0670-05 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
ZOLOFT 100MG TAB 100MG KP 30 0 OF 4 
00049-4910-66 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
ZOLOFT 100MG TAB 100MG KP 30 1 OF 4 
00049-4910-66 DS: 30 $.00 DR ROBERTSON 
METHYLPRED 4MG DOSE PAK* SP 21 0 OF 0 
59762-332701 DS: 06 $19.21 DR ROBERTSON 
HYDROCODONE/APAP 10/500 10/500 SP 140 0 OF 0 
00591-0540-01 DS: 20 $48.62 DR ROBERTSON 
HYDROCODONE/APAP 10/500 10/500 SP 120 0 OF 4 
00591-0540-01 DS: 30 $42.11 DR ROBERTSON 
HYDROCODONE/APAP 10/500 10/500 LC 120 1 OF 4 
00591-0540-01 DS: 30 $42.11 DR ROBERTSON 
EXHIBIT 5" f::t:z-e1 
DOCTOR 
-" " 
;L REPORT I DAlE RECEIVED I 
DATE REPdflTED . LABORATORY # 
.'j Hf:lYES,· MICHAEL 
(D533322/81000. &593) 
'!jsEYi AGE I 
M 42. A SEELY/SHOSHONE 08\12\97 
08\13\97 
532&3~ 
~UESTS ~>HEP-ACUTE +C GLHGB HIV-1 
~ENTS > 
--iEMISTRY 
Jnostic Procedure 
:;OS8 
3tinine 
Acid 
::ium 
sphoCUS 
Inesium 
,'estero' 
Iyceride 
ilProtein 
Imin 
)ulin 
Ratio 
I Bilirubin 
c:t8i/irubio 
ect8i1irubin 
,~ 
L-'-' 
Result 
LoW Normal Hloh 
'<.10/ L l/ J I 
Normal 
68-110 mgidL 
8-24 mg/dL 
M 0.£-1.5 mg/dl F 0.04-1.3 
M 3.5-6,0 mg/dL F 2.,3-6..3 
8.4-10.4 mgldL 
2.3 -4.9 mg/dL 
1.7-2.6 mgldl 
IT 200 mgldL 
IT 200 mg/dl 
6.0-8.0 g/dl 
3.5-5.0 g/dl 
1.8-3.5 g/dL 
1.1 -2.2 
0.3-1.4 mg/dl 
0-0.4 mg/dl 
0.3-1.0 mg/dL 
Adllh 36-130 U/l Child Up 10 .... 57 
AEF 
lAB 
COLLECTED 08/i1/97 
HEMATOLOGY 
1'1 nH T t:.~ 
Diaonostic Proredu[e Result 
Low Normal l:Il!l.h 
WBC' 
ABC 
Hemoglobin 
Hematocrit 
MCV 
MCH 
MCHC 
ROW 
MPV 
DIFFERENTIAL 
GranulOcy1es 
Lymphocy1es 
Monoeytes 
Eosinophils 
Basophils 
Platelet Count 
Morphology 
1550 
1Llt:)/ -r rr-:rf 
Normal 
3.5-11.0 
M u-s.a 
F 3.7-5.1 
M 13..5· 17.5 
F 12...0· 16.0 
M oW-5.2 
F 3+-'5 
80·100 
27-34 
32.0-35.5 
11-15 
7-11.5 
130-400 
Norma! 
X 1O'/l 
X lO12/L 
g/dL 
% 
fL 
pg 
g/dl 
% 
fL 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
ine Phosphatase 
(SGOT) 
(SGPT) 
0-50 
0-50 
U/L 
U/l 
URINALYSIS 
Diagnostic Procedure. 
M HHYl::o 08/11/97 R ~~~~~~~~~------~N~o-rm--at~A~b-n-o-nn-a~lr.~.--~N~o-m-a~f----~L 
um 
sium 
'olal) 
;od;og c",pacity 
Saturation 
M 5-65 
F 5-"" 
100-205 
M .5:2-239 
F 37 -lSJ 
. 135-148 
3.5-5.1 
98-109 
22-29 
35-140 
245-400 
13-45 
~ Diagnostic Procedures ~Aesuft(*} U~s 
"I J.FlHV ~L-K ,\lUI\j ·Kt:.HL-' v~ 
\S-AG SCR NON-REACT VE 
JT I -HBC SCR NON-REACT VE 
ITI-HBC/IGM NOT INDICfHED 
INTERPRETATI PN: 
HEPATITIS SCREEN : 
U!l Specitlc Grnvily 
U/L Leukocyte Esterase 
U/l Nilrite 
mmolfL pH 
mmol/L Protein 
mmol/l Glucose 
mmoVl Kelone 
ug/dl Urobilinogen 
ug/dl Bilirubin 
% Occult Blood 
Microscopic 
V Nonnal} 
\.. Vat~l~ 
I\fDTi r~ e act i ve 
Non-t'eactive 
No n-t'eact i v e 
l T =0 Less Than 
1.001 -1.030 
Negative 
Negative 
5.0-7.5 
Negative 
Less than 25 mg/dl 
Negative 
< = 1.0 mg/dl , 
Negative 
Negative 
GT : Greater Than 
NO SEROLOiIr c l'nr::-~"I E OF CURFENT HEPATITIS A OR B VIRUS INFECTIGt-J. 
DRTITIS C R~~ON-REACT~ Non-~~eactive 
:REEN ~--~===-----~ 
I NTERP RETRT IbN: 
HEPRTITIS C: 
RBSENCE 0 ANTIBODY SUGGESTS NO PAST HEPATITIS C VIRUS INFECTION. SINCE 
RNT I BODY ~Pf'rlENir MAY BE [EUWED UP TO b rrl0NTHS AFTER INFECTION, 
RETEST,£:'" ~~A' E It-,J()ICATED. 
'COHEf'r10- 6.0 '1- Non-diabetic: 6.5 Dr~ less 
,LOBIN HB 8J Excellent conb"ol': 7.0 01'''. less 
e an B 1 a 0 d G ~ 5 e I Tl'Cr i='-l i f' 0 r' (: 1 Y c a hem 0 9 lob inA 1 C 1 e sst han &. 5 C\ C\--' 
-1 ( NON-RERCT VE NON-REACT I VE I' \;-' 
'- '. " ____ cc NT I NUED ON .. PA~E 2 
1::.;::', '1. L-nHCL 
, .... \ '",nII"'IITCC OCCIII T t"'IIITC'I"IC ,,,nOUIlI , 'ftArTC lllt:)/ ill "j I 
f 
t 
I 
I 
(6) f~ 1-:20 
-. 
I 
I 
HRYES ~ iI'j I CHAEL 
(*) INDICATES RESULT OUTSIDE NORMAL LIMITS REORDEF 
10/02/00 532 0900 
HBt:: HCi SCR r~ 0 n Rea c t i v e 
Other Diagnostic Procedures , Result (Jf;J Units Reference Range " L T - Less Than' , GT" Greater Than 
(*) INDICATES RESULT OUTSIDE NORMAL LIMITS OS/23/01 5-.::;2 tZIi:f:rEeRDER 
Other Dlagn.ostic ,Procedures,.-· 
HEPHTITI S C 
RB SCREEI"J 
Non Rec\c'ive 
HIV-l/HIV-2 Non Reac ive 
Units 
The Non Rea HII) /2 ani;ibo 
HIV 1/2 hav not been detected 
preclude pr vious exp or 1 
RPR Non Reac 
532AT 
Reference Range, ," LT '" Less Than' GT " Grealer Than 
NR 
NR 
y result, indicates that antibodies to 
nth iss p e c i men. T his r' e 5 1-\ 1 t: doe 5 not 
feetion. 
~~R 
Exhi bi t ~ P ~-ye 2. 
M rCHf:lEL, f.w.\ 1-.. , r'\11'"'- A -rc(" nr::-r-III ..,..,. ,.-.,.1 .-r-,-.,I,..... .... .................... " ... ,,~ •• --- l?iS / :=, 7. IIi'! i 
n 
! 
/" ',. .... -- - : r" . " -
. Other Diagnostic Procedures., i.'";'-';:" R~sul!(*) . i,Jnlts' 
H t::. P r:1 T ] T r Seq E ~J 0 n R 2:'.'1. C t i ve 
SCREEh/ 
Refererice Raflge .L T '" Less Than ... _. GT '" 'Greater Than 
H e P 2. tit i s C: f~ b sen eEl C f 2. n t i bod! s· u;/ 9 est s n C) pas tHe p -3_ tit i 5 C \' i r~ U 5 
infection. ~ince anti~ody devel~prnent may be delayed up to 6 months 
1-- /6 ../D/ 
(*) INDICATES RESULT OUTSIDE NORMAL LIMITS 
532 
07/1iZi/G)1 
Exhibit 0 f~ 5 
.', 
'" 
"~. -Sp;~;~,~;-,;---------,--­
,,~f:IO-"12'J-11 92-
F~5ljng h.1icro Source 
PG 1 
Repori Sialus 
N/A R ; FINAL 
1-~-~--,;'-~;:-7'--r'-=Ti:-rn-eC "-o--lIe-c-le-d -+--oa-Ie-E-n-Ie-re-d--+- Dale Reporled 
RPT:3EQ 
Clinical 
~ 09/30/02 
\' J~" J Phone Number Palienl SSN Accounl 
'" 0 70EA39 (') 11081.'352 
~ i Palienl Narne Oaleot Birth SHOSHONE MEDICAL CENTER 
., 
'" Hr:n'ES 11 I CHriEL 
'" 
"" a.. UJ 
Palieni Address 3 JACOBS GULCH 
KELLOGG ID 83837--,. r:c > Comments z 
" 
• 
In 
2 
o ~ ;: 
iI' =: 
o 
in 
::::> 
C; 
e:-
N 
> 0 
z 
III 
<'l 
!') 
CD 
rb 
ru 
OJ 
UJ 
('l 
~ 
PAT IEf'F r=1GE: IZlif 7/03 
Requesled HEPHTITIS 
HE~ATITIS PANEL (4) 
Hep A !=Ib, IgM NEG!=ITIVE 
I n t e 1" p t' eta t ion : 
I\J 0 c U i"l' e n tOt' 1'" e c e ntH epa tit i 5 r::-i 
infection indicated. 
Hep 8 SUt'face Ag 
He p B COt' e f='i b , I 9 r1 
Hep C I) it-u:; Ab 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
Result: NON-REACTIVE 
(This test is a 2nd generation 
assav for the detection of multi-
ple forms of anti-HeV in human 
s e Or' U m 0 " p 1 i:\ 5 m a . Ate s t 1" e 5 U 1 t 
that is negative does not exclud~ 
the possibility of exposure to or 
infection with HCV. Negative 1"e-
suIts in this assay in individuals 
l\lith pl"io)" exposl.we toHCV may be 
due to antibody levels below the 
limit of detection of this assay 
or lack of antibody reactivity to 
the HCV antigens used in this assay. 
208-784-1221 ID~ 
~ PANEL 08382 /1' 
HIV-l ABS-ErA 
H I V -1 RBS, QUAL 
Result: NEGATIVE by EIA screen. 
No antibodies to HIV-l detected. 
---~------------------------------------------------------------~-----------
LAB: SE LABCORP SEATTLE 
21903 68tH AVENUE SOUTH KENT, 
DIRECTOR: STEPHEN GRoD, 
triA 98032-0000 
MD 
-----.----------------------------------~-----~----~--7-----------------------
FOR INQUIRIES, THE PHYSICIAN MAY CONTACT: BRANCH: 253-395-4000 LAB: 800-590-: 
LAST PAGE OF R~PORT 
'-----------~--------
5 j {p P%C'- i 1;~ 
__ .....::....--'J-~-----.~------_ 
©2001laborarory Co;poriition of Am?rif.~® I-Jnl REPORT 
DATE SERVED 
TIME SERVED 
ON WHOM 
PLACE 
RETURN OF DETENTION WARRANT 
WARRANT # 235 
: SEPTEMBER 27, 2002 
:1305 
; SERVED ON MICHAEL T. Hl\ YES 
: SERVED ON HIM AT THE BOOKING COUNTER OF THE 
SHOSHONE COUNTY PUBUC SAFETY FACILITY, 717 BANK 
STREET, WALLACE, SHOSHONE COUNTY, IDAHO. 
CPL. RANCE CHAFFIN AND I TRANSPORTED MICHAEL T. HAYES TO THE 
SHOSHONE MEDICAL CENTER IN KELLOGG, IDAHO. WE LEFT THE SHERIFF'S 
DEP ARTMENT IN WALLACE AT APPROXIMATELY 1312 HRS. WE ARRIVED IN 
KELLOGG AT S.M.C AT APPROXIMATELY 1325 HRS. A COPY OF THE WARRANT 
WAS LEFT WITH THE HOSPITAL STAFF AND BLOOD WAS TAKEN FR01\1 MICHAEb" 
T. HAYES. WE CLEARED S.M.C. AT APPROXIMATELY 1342 HRS. AND ARRIVED 
BACK AT THE SHOSHONE COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY FACIlITY WITH MICHAEL T. 
HAYES AT APPROXIMATELY 1354 HRS. BLOOD WAS LEFT AT THE HOSPITAL FOR 
TESTS TOBE PERFORMED THERE. 
MITCH ALEXANDER 
LT. DETECTIVE 
. EXHIBIT f.o pf.l{,~ S--
VAL SIEGEL, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
JANNECE-MARIE SKEEN, DEPUTY PROSECUTING A DORNEY 
Shoshone County Courthouse 
Wallace, 10 83873 
Phone (208) 752-1106 
Fax: (208) 753-8351 
iN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I N THE MA ITER OF THE APPLICATION 
FOR A WARRANT OF DETENTION OF 
MICHAEL T. HAYES 
] 
] 
1 
1 
] 
] 
WARRANT OF 
DETENTION 
it 23:S 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR 
POLICEMAN IN THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE: 
Proof by the sworn testimony laid before me by Mitch Alexander, Shoshone 
County Sheriffs Department, showing: 
A. That probable cause exists to believe that a felony, to-wit: Lewd Conduct 
With a Minor Under Sixteen Years of Age, in violation of I.e. 18-1508, was 
committed in Shoshone County, Idaho; 
b. i flat there J~. rx?sonable grounds to believe that Michael T Hayes 
committed the above-described offense; 
C. That procurement of blood evidence of f\1ichae/ T. Hayes may contribute 
to the identification of the person who committed the above described offense. 
THEREFORE, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to detain the above named 
individual for the purpose of procuring evidence of blood of the above named 
1. WARRANT OF DETENTION 
(-" individual, within three hours after time of first detention, to-wit: 
-
. 
(XX) Blood sample. 
and .that Michael T. Hayes is commanded to provide the above named evidence of 
identifying physical characteristics. 
The relevance of the obtaining of said evidence to this particular investigation 
has been shown to the Court's satisfaction by way of sworn testimony. The place at 
which this evidence shall be taken is Shoshone Medical Center. Said detention, at 
the place where the evidence is to be taken, shall begin at the time this Warrant is 
served and shall be for no longer than three (3) hours~ This Order is made pursuant 
to Idaho Code Section 19-625, and shall expire ten (10) days from the date of 
issuance. 
You, Michael T. Hayes, the individual above identified, shaH have the right to 
legal counsel during the detention when such evidence is obtained and if you are 
unable to afford private counsel, an attorney shall be provided at public expense as 
provided by Section 19-852, Idaho Code. 
You are under no legal obligation to submit to any interrogation or make any 
. ~ ~ .,,, 
"I~ '~';:i; .~S}:flt~rrl~~t d~ring th~::peri9,q~.qtyourappeararl'ce·un!ess sound~df voice idehfifir.ation 
is required. 
Return is to be made to the above entitled Court within fifteen (15) days from 
the date hereof. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND and dated this~6 2002. 
2. WARRANT OF DETENTION 
\ 572 
l' you sure abo~t that?" "No. I'm not 51.. ,.I)ecause I 
2 don't remember" -- despite the story that she'd already 
3 told to Mitch Alexander. She shifts forward in 'time, 
4 a nd now she can tell you that in great detail. 
5 One of the most significant things, I 
6 think, that happens --'and you don't check your common 
7 sense at the door when you come in and serve on a jury. 
8 You bring your life experiences in here. And the judge 
9 has given an instruction that kind of helps focus how 
10 all of that fits together as you weigh the testimony. 
11 But the one thing that struck me as I watched Tia, J 
12 th ink it's consistent. It's consistent in the 
13 interview with Mitch Alexander. She says nothing about 
14 the 4th of July. I said, "Well, did something happen 
15 on the 4th of July?" "Oh, yeah, I remember." Then she 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
11 
:5 
puts in some details of an event that she thinks she 
wants you to believe happened, an incredible event of 
something that happened with hundreds or thousands of 
people or family just a few feet away. She has to be 
focused on what story she's supposed to tell before she 
can tell the story. And I think you saw that as she 
testified. She would use the phrase often "maybe" or 
HI can't remember." And then she'd be asked the 
question, and "Oh, yeah," and then she'd spit out this 
generic story: "We had sex. It was 15 minutes. He 
573 
1 put his penis inside my vagina." That's what we've got 
2 in this particular case. Her friends, her family, are 
3 trying to help her out. They're trying to save their 
4 bacon. 
5 There's three things I want you to 
5 cons ider as I close here today. There's a wise man 
'( that made this statement that I think fits here. Says 
it's easier to tell the truth than a lie because a lie 
requires you to.remember so much when you tell it. A 
young girl that had to sit down and read hundreds of 
pages of transcript, that spent all of last week 
ta Iking to the prosecutor so she could get her story 
straight and to spew out the lie that she told you 
about Mike Hayes. It just fits what happens. 
The second thing. If y?U look at the 
events that are described, this man isn't the sexual 
superman she would have you believe to do the things 
that were there. And, lastly -- I think you've all 
experienced that -- the one thing that is common in 
liFe -- it's common with children, it's common with 
adult -- is that, when you've goi"- when you're in 
trouble, the best thing you can do to get out of 
trouble is to point to someone else that's in worse 
trouble. Children: We'Ve all been either children or 
had child ren and the(re being disciplined or discussed 
. .), 574 
about some problen, Jey had. And the "most fre.quent 
2 thing that happens is they say, "Well, Billy did this," 
3 and the emphasis shifts .somewhere else. 
4 That's what's happened here. A young girl 
5 that consistently lies about the most horrendous things 
6 now wants you to say, "Oh, believe me this time." She 
7 did it because she wanted out oftrouble. She painted 
8 herself into a corner by her lies. Don't buy her lies. 
9 The jury instruction says, if you pause and heSitate, 
10 that's a reasonable doubt. This case wreaks, it 
11 screams reasonable doubt, and I ask that you acquit 
12 Mike Hayes. 
13 Thank you. 
14 THE COURT: Thank you. 
15 Who's going to do the Final argument For 
the State? 
MR. VERHAREN: I am, Judge. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
THE COURT: How long do you think you're 
going to take? 
MR. VERHAREN: Ten minutes. 
THE COURT: Does anybody need a break? Okay, 
NeJd a break? Okay. We'll take just a few minutes 
I 
here. Remember not to case discuss the case while 
YO/'re on break. 
(Recess. ) 
575 
(In the absence of the jury.) 
2 THE COURT: Okay. Let's bring the jury back 
3 in. 
4 (Ba iliff complied;) 
5 (In the presence of the jury.) 
6 THE COURT: The jury has returned. Be 
7 seated. 
8 You may proceed, Mr, Verharen. 
9 MR. VERHAREN: Thanks, Judge. 
10 Mr. Lohman ta Iked to you about the fact 
11 that Tia has hepatitis C. And, frankly, we don't know 
12 how Tia got hepatitis C. We don't know whether or not 
13 it was From sharing the same razor that her mother and 
14 father used or being in a womb with a person who has 
15 hepatitis C, her mother. We do;,'t know how she got it. 
16, But what yvealso don't know is whether or 
17 not Mr. Hayes has hepatitis C or not. We don'tknow 
,.' , '.<Jr- " .. 
18 that. We know that Mitch Alexanderhadan initial 
" •• , _. ""e 
19 report that said that he didn't have hepatitis A, 
20 didn'thaveh~patitis B-~C, and. probably didn't have 
21 ~~patitis (but he needed to get that confirmed. And 
221hat'.sit. You don't have any other~vidence. You 
238'6Aihavesomedoctor coming in here and saying,' 
_.:_--:.~: ... _~':~'--.::,. :,." .. ,~ 'J "', .. _. "'" -_. ,. _., " . 
24 uMr. Hayesdoesn't have hepatitiS c." So, frankly, 
25 that's:not true. We don't know whether arnot 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Office of the 'l)ubli,!,pefenderof Kootenai County 
400 Northwest Boul~~~~d~ P.O. Box 9000 - Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Julia A. Crossland 
Idaho State Bar 
Post Office Box 895 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Dear Ms. Crossland; 
(208) 446-1700 FAX (208) 446- J 70 1 
Re: ISB File No. 06-002 
February 7, 2006 
. fEB 1 H 2005 
I am responding to your letter dated January 18, 2006, and the ethical complaint 
filed against me by Michael Hayes. 'will respond first with a general explanation, then 
address Hayes specific allegations. 
Michael Hayes was charged in Kootenai Countywith four counts of Lewd 
Conduct with a Minor, alleged to have occurred over the Fourth of July weekend, 2002. 
Hayes was also charged in Shoshone County case CR-F-2002-35798 with one count of 
Lewd Conduct with the same victim, alleged to have occurred on September 1, 2002. 
The Shoshone County case also had four counts of Furnishing AlcoholfTobacco to a 
Minor, and had a Persistent ViolaTor sentence enhancement. ' , represented Hayes in 
the Kootenai County case, and was assisted by deputy public defender John George. 
David Lohman was Hayes' Shoshone County attorney. 
The complaining witness on the lewd conduct allegations was a 15 year pld 
Shoshone County resident named Tia Lunen. All of these allegations came to light in 
September, 2002 when Tia ran away from home. Shoshone County lawenforcement 
officials investigated the runaway.' At the conclusion of that investigation, charges were 
filed against Hayes in Shoshone County. After a preliminary hearing and Order Binding 
over for trial in District Court in the Shoshone County case,charges were then filed in 
Kootenai County. A preliminary hearing was held in the Kootenai County case on 
January 17, 20Q3. Attheconclusionofthat preliminary hearing Hayes was als-o bound 
over to District Court for trial on the Kootenai County charges. 
Shortly after. the preliminary hearing in Kootenai County, the prosecuting attorney 
filed a motion.for Joinder of the KootenaiCoumyand Shoshone County cases for trial. 
Hayes is a person of some notoriety in Shoshone County, and had unsuccessfully 
moved for a change of venue in the Shoshone County case. Hayes was also upset 
,,. . 
.' ; 
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The case turned on the believability of 15 year old Tia Lunen, the complaining 
witness about sex abuse in both cases. In addition to Tia's testimony, the state called 
witnesses in an attempt to corroborate as much of her story as possible. The defense 
attempted to discredit Tia. 
Much of the defense effort to discredit Tia was focused on false allegations of 
sexual abuse she had made in the past. I filed a motion under Rule 412 to be allowed 
to impeach Tia with prior false allegations of sexual abuse. She had originally claimed 
that Nat Lunen had sexually molested her in this matter. When she was placed in 
foster care with rules much more stringent than those in Lunen's home, she recanted 
those allegations and then accused Hayes of sexually molesting her so she could go 
back to Lunen's home. Previously when she had lived with herfather, she became 
upset with some of his rules, and also accused him of sexually molesting him. After 
being removed from his home, she then recanted those allegations. I was allowed to 
use this evidence to impeach her. 
We also attempted to find evidence that would show it was impossible for Hayes 
to have committed the acts for which he was on trial. I was assisted in that effort by 
Mary Fisher, an investigator with the Kootenai County Public [)e~enger'sOffice. She 
spent many hours investigating this matter, and foundsome helpfulinformation. For 
'.'., '.- '. ,.," ':.' I" 
example, she tracked down Tia's allegations againsther father in Wyoming, located 
him and arranged for him to testify in Hayes' behalf. She also made substantial efforts 
to find other helpful evidence and witnesses. 
Trial started on October6, 2·003. Not only didl represent him at that trial, but. 
David Lohman and John George also assisted in pre$.e,nting I-Jayes' case. I wasthe 
lead attorney and had designated areas of primary re§p()f1sibility fpr E)~PD()tHs at tri?l, 
but all three of us actively participated in the trialoft.hI$matter. J1aYi3s.;ttasf9und guilty 
onall of the Shoshone County charges,and the Shoshcme CountyP[()sE;c,uting 
Attorney dismissed the Persistent Violator sentence enhanc~lJlent. Reg(3rdiDgthe 
. . ,. -- ;':.' ", .. -, -':', :, ;.;" ... (-~;, " .. 
PA-bE l\ 
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investigation needed to be conducted. I also visited with Hayes to keep him informed 
about various pretrial issues, and discuss our position on them. 
FAILURE TO OBTAIN/UTILIZE EVIDENCE FROM TAXI COMPANY" 
Ohe of Hayes' complaints is that I failed to obtain evidence from the taxi 
company in Sandpoint and introduce it at trial in this matter. Hayes position is that 
evidence would have demonstrated he couldn't have committed the acts with which he 
was charged. He also states that evidence would have proved that Megan Rice 
committed perjury. 
My strategy at trial wasta prove that Tia Lunen was not being truthful about her 
allegations that Hayes sexually abused her. She was not denyingthatshe 
accompanied Hayes .and an individual named Tom Pratt to the campsite near Bayview, 
and did testify to that fact at trial. The taxi information would not have added anything 
at trial, and was only marginally relevant. After some initial investigative efforts, I chose 
not to pursue further .investigation of that issueas a matterof trial stratE::;gy. 
FAILURE TO GALL WITNESS/PRESENT HEPATITIS C EVIDENCE 
Hayes complains that I failed to call an expert on the issue of Hepatitis C, and 
introduce records regarding his lack of Hepatitis C. I did not saH.B witnes~ on that 
issue, but had investigated that issue prior totrial. Evidence of Hayes lack of Hepatitis 
C was also introduced at triaL 
Let me respond by first pointing OLJt there were three attorneys who were 
presenting Hayes', not just myself. Hayes is correct in his complaintth~t IdI~ not ". 
personally examine some of the witnesses. However, on those wItn~sses I chose not 
to question myself, all relevant points had been obtained in examination by one of the 
, , " " ' .'. .,' '.,' ..; -, : :'," ':,~!; , 
other members of theqefeps§Jeam, 
The Hepatitis Cl3yidence was a relevant area" Tia Lunen had originally accused 
, _. , - •• ". '," - •••• , ,:., '~. '0_' ,,': , • _ ~. ,,:., 
her stepfather, Nat Nur18n, of the sexual abuse for which Hayes was eventually 
, . . " .,",... -" :,: c~· . ,.' . ':',. .... ' , •. ' . , 
accused. Both Nat Lup9nQng Tia .Lunen had Hepatitis C, and Hayes did not. 
o -, • • • -',',: ... ',' ,. _. , .' -: •• ~ • • • •• ',. ••• , ,." .. _ 'C" ., 
... ,<:-;., .... , 
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admission of those records had not been served with a subpoena when this matter 
finally went to trial, and was out of the area and unavailable. 
Trial started on October 6, 2003. A few days before that trial was scheduled to 
start, Judge Gibler heard a defense motion to continue the trial. My notes indicate that 
part of the basis for that motion was witness unavailability, but I cannot tell from my 
notes whether we specifically addressed the foundation witness for admission of Hayes 
most recent Hepatitis C test results in that motion. In any event, Judge Gibler denied 
the motion. 
Hayes is correct when he states we had discussed having an expert testify on 
the Hepatitis C issue, then did not call one. I had visited with several local doctors 
about the issue in an attempt to locate an expert. They gave me some information on 
the subject, and I also had done some independent research. All the information I had 
indicated that Hepatitis C is not usually transmitted thorough sexual contact. Expert 
testimony would not have been helpful, and would have mirrored the testimony of the 
state's expert on the subject, Dr. Hopkins. 
HAYES NOT COMPETENT 
Hayes also indicates that he was not competent to proceed to trial, and I was 
well aware of that fact. I do not think that conclusion is accurate. 
Hayes has a number of health issues and takes numerous medications. I was 
aware that he had a heart attack in 2001, and had records from his cardiologist. He 
was on medications for that condition, but J do not recall what medications he was 
tE/dng. He also had a back problem. In fact, while ,,;'lis matter was pending Hayes had 
back surgery in an attempt to correct a chronic pain problem. 
During one 6fthe reqUests for a continuance made by the defense, Judge Gibler 
was going to continuethe matter for only 30 days. Hayes told me he, was sc::heduled for 
back surgery during that time; and wouldn't be ina condition to proceed to trial on the 
date proposed by Judge Gibler. Hayes informed the judge when surgery was 
February 7,2006 
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My investigator obtained a copy of a Marriage Certificate from the State of 
Montana that did in fact show that Lunen and Rice were married, and that information 
was given to the prosecuting attorney before trial. I also gave a copy of it to Jason 
Seims, a deputy attorney genera/,to assist in a welfare fraud investigation. 
Technically, I do not believe that Rice's false statement was perjury. In order to 
constitute the crime of Perjury, one has to falsely testify about some material element 
under oath. Whether Rice and Lunen were married really didn't have any relevance to 
the allegations of Lewd Conduct with Rice's daughter. I did not expect the Court to 
aI/ow me to pursue questioning on that issue, but the State did not object and the 
evidence came in. 
Other witnesses also testified differently than Rice did at trial, and Hayes states 
the conflicting statements constitute perjury and I did nothing to correct it. As an 
example, he points out that Megan Rice testified that Tom Pratt was dropped off in . 
Athol, yet her daughter testified that Pratt accompanied them tothe location where they 
were camping. He makes similar complaints about every point where someone testified 
differently than did Megan Rice at either the preliminary hearing or aUrial. 
None of the testimonywhich Hayes complains about was presented by me. It 
would have been an ethical violation for me to have knowingly presented false 
testimony, but I did not do that I do not have the authority to file criminal charges 
against Rice, which is reallywhat Hayes wants to have happen. I also cal1notke$p a 
witness called by the prosecutor from testifying just because they may present false 
testimony. 
What Hayes really is upset about is that he wasn't able to get revenge on the 
Lunen's. From the very begInning ofhlyrepresentation of him he was very c;oncerned 
about seeing the Lunen's prosecuted. 'Oftenaftermeetingwith Hayes I was left with 
.~. • ., , ••• : .,- > .', - • 
theimpressiori that Hayes was ~rnoreconcernedabout getting revengeontheLunen's 
than he was about defending himself against the charges filed against him . 
.i I Pftf£ 17 
./ . 
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More than a month after the trial had concluded, Tom Pratt called my 
investigator. He indicated that he had been in either jailor a lengthy treatment 
program, I don't remember which. He remembered the Fourth of July incident, and 
indicated he would have testified in Hayes' behalf "so long as it doesn't involve drugs". 
While I was waiting for Pratt's affidavit to support a motion for new trial, I began 
to research the issue and draft the motion and a memorandum in supportof the motion. 
I was very familiar with State v. Drapeau, the leading Idaho case on new trials based on 
newly discovered evidence. Drapeau has a four prong test on whether a new trial 
should be granted based on newlydiscovered evidence. The first prong is the evidence 
was newly discovered and was unknown; tothe defendant atthe time oUrial. All four 
prongs must be met for the court to granfa new trial. . 
As I worked on preparing a motion for new trial in Hayes' behalf, I became 
convinced that I could not meet the firstprohg of the Drapeau test. I knewfromthe 
very beginning the substance of Pri3tt'se)(pected testimony even though we.hadn't 
interviewed him. The morel researchedthe issue. the more convinced I became that I 
could not fulfill my ethical duty of candor to.the court by alleging that Pratt's testimony 
was newly discovered evidence. 
I located a lot.ofcase law that newly acquired eyidence did not qualify as newly 
discovered evidence for purposes of a newtrial motion if the .substance of the evidence 
was known to the defense at the time of trial. I felt that case law was right on point, and 
there wasn't any merit to a motion for new trial. I therefore did not file the motion for 
~ew trial as Hayes had insist$d. 
If you have any questions, please contact me. 
Very truly yours; 
~ . . rl'~·~;~: f1;l..Q.-~~ ~ , . 
Lynn Nelson 
LN:mtf 
Enclosure 
; . ~ 
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FAX COVER SHEET 
Send to: LYNN NELSON From: MichaeIt hays 
Attention: L'iNN Date: 03/3 J 12003 
Office location: P.D.O. Coeur D Alene Office location: Osburn Idaho 
Fax number: 1-208-446-1701 Fax Number: 1-208-556-0368 
Urgent I~ Reply ;\SAP Please com.ment Pleav'<e review For your information 
Total pages, including cover: 2 
Comments: 
Dear Lynn 
AS you know we have a 5 day Jury Trial coming up on 4114/2003 I been trying to get an 
appointment to see you and discuss the witness list for the trial. 
I am sure you need to talk to me before the trial date. Also I need the transcript of the plimanary 
hearing we had in court in Coeur D' Alene In the Lunen case.please advise me of when I can get 
A copy I need to go over that hearing and read the Transcript. 
He is the witness list for the trial. NO.1 Wanda Gorder 1-208-744- J 775 NO.2 Lisa Anderson. 1-
208-744-1297 NO.3 Nathaniel Allen LUNEN Mullen Idaho. NO.4 Marry Fisher your 
office.NO.5 Karen Henry.from the health and welfare Kellogg IdahoNO.6 Mitch Alexander 
Shoshone County Sheriff's Dept. NO.7DR.Debb Elliot Pears()n.Wallace Id<t~0.NO.8 
WayneJohnson [nvestigator 1-208-762-5977 NO.9 Tim Roy Bumpus MULLAN IDAHO. NO.1 0 
Rocky Bumpus. NO.II Rory Bumpus 
Also 1 need you to file a Motion to suppress evidence in this case as VAL SEGAL WAS MY 
COURT APPOINTED LAYER IN A CASE IN 1999 AND HE IS TRYING USE WITNESSES 
FROM THAT CASE THAT IS ATTORNEY CLIENT PRII ,IV AGED INFORMA TlON AND 
1 HE WITNESSES HE PLANS ON CALLING IN THIS CASE ARE FROM THAT CASE 
THAT WAS CLOSED IN 1999.VAL SEGAL SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM 
PROSECUTING THIS CASE AS IT IS UNETHICAL CONDUCT ON HIS PART. 
I REMAIN SINCERELY 
MICHAEL T HA YES 
E;JJuUtz) f~ ( 
... 
~ ... '<} 
David W. Lohman, P.A . 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 2332 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone (208) 664-5544 
Facsimile (208) 765--1101 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MICHAEL T. HAYES 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Shoshone Case No. CR-OZ-3S798 
Kootenai Case No. CR-QZ-23504 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS 
LIST 
Counsel for the defendant, Michael T. Hayes, hereby repeats on behalf of the 
defendant in the Shoshone case, the witness list previously supplic::d by the Office of the 
Kootenai County Public Defender. In supplying this list of witnesses, counsel informs the 
trial judge that because the defendant has completely refused to cooperate with Shoshone 
counsel, that Shoshone counsel has no knowledge regarding which witnesses are of 
greater importance than others, rather Shoshone counsel merely blindly repeats the entire 
list so that to the extent any person so named testifies asa witness relative to the 
Kootenai case, the testimony of that person can also be considered in the Shoshone case. 
1. Mary Beth Baker 
Pat1)6lp. )~ .. Associates 
t....L j/..A ,..,... 
··-·~/·l ',,-
......... - ... --' .. ··--J~/t5-fr----- ---
nFFFNDANT'S WITNFSS "s¥0.Yf 
EXHIBIT ('7) f~ 2 
"'j] 
11604,hast Indiana Avenue 
Spokan~ VVA 99206 
2. Karen Henry 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare 
35 VVildcat Way 
Kellogg,lD 
3. VVanda Gorder 
858 Terror Gulch 
Os~Idaho 
4. Tim Bumpus 
244 Mill Road 
Mullan, Idaho 
5. Rocky Bumpus 
244 Mill Road 
Mullan, Idaho 
6. Lt. Mitch Alexander 
Shoshone County Sheriff's Office 
7. Dr. Deb Elliott-Pearson 
516 Bank Street 
Wallace, Idaho 
8. Dr. Anthony Branz 
801 E. Mullan Avenue 
Osburn,lD 
9. Dr. Bayard I\1iller 
610 Cedar Street 
Wallace, Idaho 
10. Records Custodian 
Pinehurst Medical Clinic 
Pinehurst, Idaho 
, 
11. Dr. Scott Magnuson 
Pain Management of North Idaho 
1300 E. Mull~ Suite 600 
PostFalls TID 83854 
_ ......... 1 ............ _ .. _ ... _ 
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J 
12. Dr. Stephen Craig 
Interlake Medical Building 
. 700 Ironwood Drive, Suite 200 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
13. Dr. Charles Gates 
2177 Ironwood Drive 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
14. Kathy Robertson 
Sandpoint Family Medicine and Urgent Care 
Sandpoint, Idaho 
15. Dr. William Bennett 
Spokane, WA 
16. Dr. :Michael Hostetler 
Heart Clinics Northwest 
700 Ironwood Drive, Suite 700 
Coeur d'Alene 
In addition the defendant supplements his response to request for 
discovery previously made by disclosing the following documents or 
tangible objects. 
1. Bayview Daze flyer, a copy of which is attached. 
2. 
3. 
DATED this 
Dish Network statement for:Mike Hayes, a copy of which is 
attached. 
Montana Marriage License for Nat Lunen and Margaret Rice 
(Lunen) a copy of which is attached. 
nrD 6 - day of October 2003. 
-~- --- --- -.- - - - -- - ---
---------- ----------------
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